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MIRRER
Sunday, May 22, 1994

Volume, Bass, Treble

April Fool!

Commencement speaker announced
The decision
to have Kelley as
speaker was made by the
Board of Trustees and
Kelley himself.
"We decided
to have a low-key
speaker and save the big
names for the honorary
degrees since they are
usually overlooked,"
said Kelley. "I am
personally ecstatic
about being able to
speak to the graduating
seniors.
My busy
schedule hasn' t allowed
_ me time to talk in four

Gloria Gaynor
Disco'diva
The Great Al will make
his first appearance to the Class of
1994 at commencement. A.P.
Kelley will be the graduation
speaker, beating out Jim
Fitzpatrick, Hillary Rodham
Clinton, Denny Dent, and Murphy
Brown.
"Money is a little tight
this year," said Gary Wilson, Public
Relations director. "We're hoping
to save the money that would have
gone toward a commencement
speaker and put it towards
renovating the new found ice rink."
Student reactions are
mixed. "I'm happy that I finally
get to see who Al really is," said
Lucy L. Bean. "After four years I
will finally be able to see the
president. Some people wait their
whole lives just tocatchaglimpse."

Others are not as excited.
"My brother and the Class of 1991
got Billy Joel," said'John Crew.
"We get Aloyisius. You'd think
after paying over $80,000, they
could use some of that money and
get a big name."

years."
He also announced that
Heidi Fleiss, Elvis Presley, Joey
Buttafuoco, and Barney will
receive honorary degrees.
Fleiss will receive a
degree for her humanitarian efforts

working with the distraught and
mentally
unbalanced
of
Hollywood. "All the bad press she
has received can't overshadow her
enormous contribution to society,"
said Kelley.
Presley is being honored
for his never say die attitude,
especially with the introduction of
the Elvis Presley dolls. In thanks
for this recognition, he's agreed to

He's rested and ready
to give his first public
appearance in four
years.
auction his jumpsuits and belts and
the Denny Dent portrait and give
the proceeds to build acoffeehouse
on campus.
Buttafuoco will receive a
bachelor's degree for being able to
spell his last name and on his

successful release from prison.
"We didn 't want to let his name die
in the press," Kelley said.
Barney, the lovable
purple dinosaur, will receive the
Brian Torff music degree for
bringing music to children of all
ages. "It was a toss-up between
Bozo the Clown and and Barney,"
said Kelley. "Most of the seniors
grew-up watching Bozo, but
Barney is hotter today and will
garner more media attention."
The administration also
announced that graduate's families
will have to pay $10 a ticket for
commencement. The money will
go to place new grass down at
Bellarmine since it gets ruined each
year.
"We're sick of having to
replace the grass each year," said
Kelley. "It's time that the families
pay for the clean-up after
commencement."

...and you thought that the meal plan here was bad...

Introducing: Toilet-Bucks
by not flushing," said the
administrator.
Another controversy
rages over how to best equip the
townhouses with pay-toilets.
Rumors are circulating that the
University plans to remove the
individual bathrooms from each
townhouse and replace them with
one common facility per block.
Residence hall students
feel that it is only fair that the
townhouse residents also be
equipped with pay-toilets.

Lou Spadaccini
Jeff Preston
Ass't Commentary Editor
& Staff Writer
In order to generate much
needed revenue, Fairfield
University will be implementing a
pay-toilet system beginning in the
fall of 1994.
All dorms and academic
buildings will be equipped with
pay-toilet units furnished by
Sodexho's parent company,
Murray's Plumbing World
International.
"We had to do something
to compensate for the smaller
tuition increase this year. It was
either pay-toilets or 30 cent wings
in the Stag-Her," commented one
administrator.
The pay-toilets will cost
25 cents per use. The fee can be
paid with quarters or through a
unique ID system.
Students will be able to
gain toilet access by running their
ID cards through a scanner rather
than carrying around the correct
change.
The "Toilet Bucks"
system is designed to make the
adjustment to pay-toilets as easy
as possible for students. At the
beginning of each semester,
students will have the option of
choosing from a variety of paytoilet plans designed to suit
different needs.
There will be the standard
19 flush plan which is mandatory
for all freshmen. Upperclassmen
will have the option of choosing

Residence Life has agreed
to assemble a committee of
students, faculty and administrators
to address these growing concerns.
According
to
the
administration spokesperson, paytoilets could only be the beginning.
"If the pay-toilet system is
successful it could open the
floodgates to many other bathroom
concepts. Pay-showers, pay-sinks
and rationed toilet paper could all
become part of Fairfield's longrange bathroom plan."

Spring break saviors
Amy Freedman
Staff Writer

The writers test the new system in a
pay toilet simulator in Tempe. A/.

between the 19, 14, 10 or 5 flush
plan. (Warning: the final option is
considered by many physicians to
be unhealthy.)
Student reaction to the
pay toilets have been mixed. "The
whole experience will be better
now that we have to pay for it. I've
been meaning to plan out my
bathroom schedule for a long time
and this gives me a good reason,"
said Claude Bahls, '97.
Others expressed concern
over the potential problems. "I'm
afraid many students will try to
save money by going outside and
that could ruin the bushes
surrounding the residence halls,"
remarked Scooter Fitzpatrick, '70.
In the coming weeks,
R.A s will be holding floor

photo: C. Folchi

meetings to answer some of the
questions surrounding pay-toilets.
So far, the most commonly asked
question is whether or not Toilet
Bucks are transferable. The answer:
students will be written up if they
are discovered using Toilet Bucks
that are not their own. Toilet Bucks
are not refundable and unused
flushes will be revoked at the end
of the year. Students caught
breaking the rules repeatedly will
lose bathroom privileges after the
third offense.
There are still some kinks
in the system that need to be flushed
out. For instance, should students
be charged per flush or per squat?
"We don't want to have
to deal with any unruly people who
will take advantage of the system

Little did four Fairfield juniors know that their vacation to
Cancun would be a test of their ability to save another's life. OK, so
it was a decent looking female, but there's no doubt that they would
have done the same if it was a male victim.
Dan Mangan had been watching the sunrise and he'd also
been watching as two girls on the beach ran into the ocean. Dave
Godwin and Dennis Guerreiro came running out, along with Mike
Egmont. As the sun began to rise, the boys saw more clearly the girls
in the water. There were not only two of them, but four. The boys were
in luck, and headed down towards their prey.
The boys then coolly took of their shirts...This was enough
for any girl to lose control. As the girls turned to look, a giant wave
struck them, and they were lost in the raging ocean. The boys watched
as the three girls frantically searched for their friend, who was missing.
They strode towards the girls, and once in the ocean searched for the
missing girl. Dave saw a bobbing head, and motioned to the others. All
four of the boys swam towards the body.Dennis got there first and
broughtherto shore. Dan, started to perform CPR with enthusiasm and
Dave helped with the chest compressions. Mike yelled at the girl to
wake up.The girl finally started coughing. They were promised a
reward from the girls, which only turned out to be a night at Fat
Tuesdays on them. What really mattered was that these pretty girls
with the G-Strings were going to be seen on the beach again. After all,
that's what Spring Break is all about, giving and receiving.
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Ice hockey rink on campus
to be unveiled Fall *94
we have another team of
specialists from the science
department investigating
the
possibility
of
extraterrestrial involvement
in the building and
submersion of the rink."
The rink provides
good news for the hockey
team, who have until now
been playing at the out-dated
Bridgeport Wonderland of
Ice. The team has been
extremely
successful
playing its home games on
the road, but easier access
for student fans should give
the team an extra advantage.
"We welcome the
opportunity to play on
campus in the Pit in 1994,"

Mario LeMieux
Guest Writer

Plans for a new ice hockey |
rink on campus have been put on
hold after University investigators
discovered a hidden tunnel leading
from Alumni Hall to an abandoned
rink beneath the Rec Plex.
The tunnel reportedly|
begins underthe Red Sea bleachers
hidden by a trap door and ol
basketball programs. The passage
continues north for about 100 feet
before hooking right, towards th
recreational complex. A blast o
cpld air hit the team of daring
explorers as they reached the end
of the tunnel, marked by a wooden
door.
"We couldn't guess for
the life of us what was behind that
door," said Pete Moss, the leader
of the investigative team. "The
tunnel itself was a big enough
surprise, but what was behind the
door was even greater;"
Moss, 46, was the first
team member to walk through the
door, into a 2,500 seat ice hockey
arena. The team searched the rink,
discovering functional home and
visitor locker rooms, and a stateof-the-art press box. The ice surface
was intact and bore a picture of a
red Stag at center ice.
"I almost had a stroke
when 1 saw the rink," said Jimmy
Olsen, who discovered an
equipment room full of Bauer
skates and Easton sticks. "Our
discovery will save the University
a lot of money that can be redirected
info the other programs, such as a
football team."
The team's discovery
came at a time when University
officials were discussing plans for

the construction of a hockey arena,
either on campus or in conjunction
with the town of Fairfield. These
plans are now unnecessary because
of the underground rink, which
will be officially nicknamed the
Stag Pit in a ceremony on
November 22, marking the Stag's
first true home game.
"It's obviously afantastic
asset for the school," said Dr. Tom
"Scrappy" Berenger, Director of
Athletics. "I checked out the rink
and can't believe what great shape
the whole facility is in. At this time

said Dr. Sigmund Freud, coach of
the Slags. "The tunnel is wide
enough for students to fit two
across, so accessibility shouldn't
be a problem."
Investigative
team
members credit the new-found rink
as the cause of the recent Rec Plex
floor problems. Moisture from the
ice surface caused condensation to
form on the roof of the rink, which
is located directly beneath the
basketball courts, resulting in an
abnormally long drying time for
the new surface.

A Stag practices on the ice rink under the Rec-Plex.
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Kelley chosen for new
"Hair Club for Men " Prez
Dr. Benjamin Franklin
Staff Writer

Sy Sperling has announced his retirement from Hair Club for
Men, claiming that "I have been president for so long, it has become a
dictatorship." Aloyisius P. Kelley, President of Fairfield University, has
stepped into his new role, as Hair Club for Men's new president.
Says Kelley, "I'm not only the President, I'm also a member."
Kelley plans to use his two presidencies hand in hand with one
another. "I figure that as spokesperson, I can possibly increase revenues
for the Club by maybe developing a green colored hair follicle that can
be used on the grounds of the University. I can also help some of the
seniors' dilemma of premature hair loss."

Before
Cheers

..to birthday reunions with long lost friends..to Kostka 1—you guys are
awesomcto bosses who hear rumors about you..I won't let you live it
down..to hookups who drive jeeps..to new retreat friends..to "I drink
milk and all but..."..to a fun dinner at Pizza Hut..to the Bahamas..to the
Sunrise Club..to the Nature Boys and nice butts..to getting kicked out of
the pool by security..to being tan..to the waterslide..to the bungy jumpers
& those who lost their shirts..to TWL.to the pimp at the Rock-n-Roll
cafe*.to St. Patty's Day Booze Cruise.to the wet t-shirt contestant..to the
Roulette wheel and gamblers anonymous..to detox..to the Waterloo..to
the Zoo..to Goombay Seaside..to Hurricanes, Goombay smashes, and
Bahama Mamas..to "I saw the sign" and the one I dedicated it to.to
"Fairfield in da House"..to leaving unwanted housemates behind..to
Casino Night in Jersey..to BINGO..to the death ride in the Mercedes..to
"Who's your daddy?"..to pizza hut personal pan pizzas on the beach..to
being rescued by Fairfield guys..to little birdys..to Melvin at the Zoo..to
"spot" and "kissing the shamrocks"..to boys that danced that never
did..to bumping and grinding and a little more..to the Crystal Palace..to
crab races..to Captain Striker and that bumpy landing..to the Seagrape
and their dollar drafts..to stealing a bottle of Old Granddad from the
Wyndham..to doing the chicken dance to an accodian..to skiing in
Colorado Baby ..the babelicious tan
men..to beating the chicks in
pool..to the band on St. Patty's
Day..to chocolate fondu..to
tool around with, but nobody here Jerry..to West Point men in
is going to go out and 'save the Cancun..to the Dos Equis crew..to
world,' especially at our taystee cakes for Texas men..to
imported popcorn and rum
detriment!"
As the chauffeur took him runners..to pro-golfers who play
out of the office, he managed to for the Expos on weekends, .to 1 iars
discern Rueler's words, which from Ohio..to bungy jumping at
followed him out the door like the Goombay club..to "Markie
sharp, successive tidal waves. "Any Mark" in the Bahamas..to Vimin
more trouble out of you—and we and the Fairfield Drinking Team, .to
Troy Aikman next door..to
can get to your family!"
Alone in the office, he Darlington County..to Bahamian
looked at Fr. Kelley's slumbering Hurricanes..to the Guy's Dup..to
figure on the couch. Jesus, he funnelling at the Cow..to shoulders
thought, the things I have to do to attheCow..togigglinginthecab..to
keep this place in order.
not going to Black Box..to crying
The chauffeur returned to Smashing Pumpkins..to the
and stood at the door in attention, nacho hat..to Loon Mtn..to the
his arms folded. Fr. Rueler thumbed Financial Center Parking Lot..to
through a book on the desk, movies and drinks..to Santina's
pretending to be immersed in study. Restaurant..to the House of
Something about Galileo. Then he Elegancc.to the D2W Crew..to the
looked up. "How many more of ladies of Dolan 4..to the TH 132
them out there?"
barbecue..to Foxwoods..to flying
on an airplane for the very first
"About five, sir."
"Go out and get me a time..to Emory Law School..to The
bottle of scotch, a couple of cigars, Point- where Sunday night is Disco
and a ham and Swiss on rye."
night..to meeting up with frends in
The chauffeur nodded Atlanta..to the heart of the
and went for the door.
matter..to fyf.to trying Zima..to
acceptance letters..to getting what
"And Harris..."
"Yes, sir?"
we came for...pudding..to hey "Mr.
"Get something for FU" you're cute..to Club Baja bar
yourself, too. Today's going to be dancing..to Eric Montross in
a long one."
Cancun..to loving being single..

Big Brother visits Fairfield
Eric D'Innocenzo
Contributing Writer

The large black limousine
turned up the long circular
driveway to Bellarmine Hall and
came to a halt. The driver, a large
bearded man with bulky shoulders,
got out and opened the rear door.
Shifting his bulk forward, Fr.
Rueler rose from the car and walked
hastily to the entrance. The Pope's
henchman in charge of all of the
Jesuit schools in America, his job
was a thankless one and entailed a
lot of unglamorous work, yet it
was Rueler's passion in life.
He stormed through the
building and into Fr. Kelley's
office. Kelley was sitting on the
couch in front of the window,
hunched over in fearful
anticipation. Rueler went behind
the large oak desk that was adjacent
to the window, grabbed a chair,
brought it to the center of the room,
and motioned for Kelley to sit. The
chauffeur stood against the door
with his arms folded.
"Damn you!" said Rueler.
"Look at this place! I've been
reading that pitiful little newspaper
the Mirror and what do I see?
People are writing in about race
relations and bringing up the AIDS

thing again. This has got to stop or
this place is going to become a real
University with issues and
problems."
"I know," said Kelley,
putting his head in his hands.
"You've got to get out
there and be seen on campus to
keep some semblance of order."
"Please, not that!"
beseeched Kelley. "I can't go out
there!" he said, pointing out the
window to the campus. "I can't
actually talk to those kids. I don't
know what to say! Besides, I like it
in here. Sometimes I take off my
shoes and stand way up on my
tippy-toes and..."
Rueler merely grunted
and looked down with disdain at
the figure seated below him. "Bring
in the next one," he ordered his
chauffeur.
Professor
Matthew
Coleman emerged in the doorway.
He had written an editorial
criticizing the church's position on
condoms and sexual abstinence.
He had never met Fr. Rueler. Until
now!
Rueler gruffly asked him
to sit in the chair which Kelley had
occupied. Coleman sat down and
looked with shock at the curled up
fieure on the black leather couch

against the wall. It was Fr. Kelley!
Fear entered Coleman's eyes.
"So, I see that you wrote
an editorial about AIDS in the
Mirror disapproving of our
methods."
"Yes, this is something
that is not going to go away."
"It will if you let it!" said
Rueler truculently.
"No, you're wrong."
Rueler's iron hand went
up again. "There will be none of
this! How would you like to find
yourself out of a job next fall!
These issues must stop! We don't
need any unrest from you people
on the faculty. You' ve been causing
us too much trouble. Pretty soon
the students will start catching on!"
Rueler paced the room
trying to remain calm. The
chauffeur took a giant step forward,
accentuating his presence to
dissuade Coleman from any
retaliation.
"Dr. Coleman, we like
things to run smoothly here and I
am not going to let this place turn
into a hotbed of political issues.
Getting the kids to their classes
and turning out degrees is our
business, not making them active
in a world environment. We give
them the student government to

After
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Happy Easter!

University community reaches out to
others in Hunger Cleanup
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor

HOUSE

The Fairfield University
community, in conjunction with
Campus Ministry, will participate
next month in the Great Hunger
Cleanup. The Hunger Cleanup, in
which the university has
participated for the past five years,
is part of a national campaign to
fight against hunger and
homelessness. The cleanup
involves not only students here at
Fairfield and across the country,
but anyone who wishes to give
some of their time on Saturday,
April 23rd to make a difference in
the community.
The goal of the Hunger
Cleanup is to raise money for local
organizations, provide needed
service to local non-profit
organizations, and to create
awareness of hunger and
homelessness.
Participants will work at
approximately
twenty-two
worksites, including Sterling
House, Bread & Roses, Good
Shepard House, and Alpha Home,
a home for unwed mothers.
Students at this year's
Hunger Cleanup,
.anup, as
as in
in the
me past,
pasi,

Students pause for the camera before last year's Hunger Cleanup.
The Executive Board has
will go into Bridgeport, Fairfield,
and neighboring towns, where they solicited donations from businesses
paint rooms and shelters, clean within the Town of Fairfield. Moda
parking lots, befriend the elderly, Capelli and Peppermill are among
build work sheds, and make a friend those who have contributed to the
funds.
or two.
MelissaNatale '95, on the
To raise the money to
benefit these areas, each person board of this year's cleanup,
will have a sponsor sheet, pledging remembers her experience from
money for each hour spent last year's Hunger Cleanup. "Last
working. Every person is asked to year I went to Alpha Home, and
have a minimum of $25 on their painted rooms in a shelter. I came
ts.
back full of paint and a little tired,
sponsor shee
sheets.
sponsor

Photo: file
but I know we put a smile on the
faces of those in the shelter. It was
a wonderful experience."
All participants in this
year's Hunger Cleanup are
encouraged to attend a Soup and
Bread night on Wednesday, April
13th at 5:30 in the Arrupe Center.
At this event, June Ahrens, who
has worked extensively with the
homeless community, will speak
about her experiences. Ahrens is
currently involved in a project

called Bedtime Stories, involving
the homeless women and children
at the Norwalk Emergency Shelter
in South Norwalk.
Jim Sulzer, a co-chair of
this year's Hunger Cleanup, agrees
that the event is a good experience.
"This is an opportunity for students
to get together with their friends
and work together to help other
people," said Sulzer. "It's a good
feeling to go into Bridgeport to do
work with people who can use
your time and skill, and to know
that the money raised will help
projects in the upcoming year that
would otherwise be neglected."
The Great Hunger
Cleanup will take place on
Saturday, April 23rd, from 9:00am
to 1:00 pm. A picnic for those who
participated will follow that
afternoon on the patio of the Oak
Room.
It is still not too late to
sign up for this year's Hunger
Cleanup. "For those who have
done it before, we invite them
back," says Natale, "and we also
encourage those who haven' t done
it before to come experience it for
themselves." To sign up, contact
Jim Sulzer at 254-4142 or Patti
Sullivan at
at z^w^y.
254-7449.
^umvan

Board of Trustees approves 4.8 % tuition increase
Oneelia
Jenn Oneglia

Total Budget: $72,295,000

Staff Writer

The Board of Trustees of
Fairfield University has announced
approval of the 1994-1995 budget,
which is $72.295.000.an <ncrease
of $3,285,000 from last year's
budget of $69,010,000.
In the 1994-95 budget,
which was approved last week by
the Board of Trustees, tuition will
rise approximately 4.8 percent,
down from a 5.65 percent increase
last year, according to the Bursar's
Office.
The increase will bring
undergraduate tuition up to
$15,000, a rise of $750. Room and
board will be $6, 200, an increase
of $230. Townhouse rental fees
will increase $200 to $4,940. The
$310 general fee will remain.
A presentation detailing
the changes was given to leaders of
student groups on campus last
week.
Speakers included Bill
Schimpf, Vice President of Student
Services, Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley,

fr

^\

Fairfield
budget
announced
JJ
V

fr

Expenditures:'94-'95
Compensation 54.8%
AllOther 13.5%
Student Aid 11.0%
Debt Service (mortgage payments) 5.9%
Food Service 4.2%
Contingency/ General Institution 3.9%
Utilities/ Major Repairs 3.8%
Maintenance & Operations 3.0%

Specific Expenditures in $*
Education & Gen. Instruction 20,524,000
Institutional Support
11,064,000
Student Aid
9,013,000
Academic Support
7,017,000
Student Services
6,073,000
Operation & Maint. of Plant
3,040,000
* Not all specific expenditures could be listed here due to space
limitations. These are the most prevalent expenditures.
University President, and William
Lucas, Vice President of Finance,
who handled the majority of the
presentation.
During the presentation,
the main expenditures of the
University were detailed. Students
^

v

Who do you
want for the
graduation
speaker? ff
^

fr

learned that their tuition dollars
are at work in the areas of education
and general instruction, academic
support, student services, student
aid, institutional support, and the
operation of maintenance and
operations.
^\

AIDS debate
rages on
vv

"The budeet
budget reflects the
plans of the University in numerical
terms," William Lucas said.
Requests for funds are
made by the various departments
of the University to the
administrators, faculty, staff, and
the student representatives who
comprise the University's Finance
Committee.
The amount of money
given to each department is
determined by "which requests
would enhance the University
most," Lucas said.
This allocation of funds
is in keeping with the primary goal
of the University, which is to
"enhance the quality of education
in an atmosphere that promotes
learning and instills a sense of
values," Fr. Kelley stated in a letter
informing parents of the tuition
increase.
The
Continuing
Education and BEI School of
Engineering tuition has increased
by $ 10 to $275 per credit hour for
students enrolled in less than 12
hours, and by $ 15 to $485 per hour

fnrrhose.takincmorerhf
for
those taking more than 12 hours.
Those students enrolled
in the Master of Science in
Financial Management Program
will pay $20 more per credit hour,
or $350; and those in the Graduate
School of Education and Allied
Professions will pay $290 per hour,
an increase of $10.
Students who enroll in the
new graduate program in the
School of Nursing will pay the
initial tuition of $300 per hour.
So while the increase in
tuition may seem bad on the whole
at first, remember that it is only a
4.8 percent, the smallest increase
in more than 20 years. Now, just
try explaining that to yourparents...

Boston College
Tuition
Rm&Board

16,640
6,960

Holy Cross
Tuition
Rm&Board

^
"Wish upon \ fr Violent
a star"
Femmes on
theatre
ice-skates
group 2) V
^
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Campus Beat
Caitlin Whelan
News Editor
* On Wednesday, March 9th, Security investigated a hit & run by Loyola Hall. The Fairfield Police
also responded to the incident, which is currently under investigation.
* A suspicious person complaint was reported on March 9th after someone was sighted in the
Chapel. The person was located and escorted off campus.
* Another report of a suspicious person was recorded on March 11 th, after a male student in Regis
was spotted in the 3rd floor girls bathroom. Security says this case is not related to the other incidents from
last semester. The student is going through the university judicial process.
* On March 12th, Security assisted Fairfield Police in a complaint from one student to another
regarding an alleged attempted robbery off campus. A student was arrested by police for conspiracy to
robbery. The student is undergoing the university judicial process.
* Security is investigating reports of the theft of a VCR from the Campus Center on March 15th.
* Security confiscated alcohol from the Fairfield Prep parking lot during the Prep dance on March
19th. A report is being sent through Prep Administration.
* Security assisted Fairfield Police in investigating a call to 911 from campus. The call was found
to be a student who had misdialed a telephone number.
* A vandalism occurred in Claver Hall on March 25th involving a broken glass window.
Maintenance was called for repairs.
* Security is investigating an altered Connecticut driver's license found on March 25th.
* A student's vehicle was found to be leaking gas in the Regis parking lot on March 26th. The fire
department was called to attend to the leakage.
* A suspicious person was reported in the basement of Bellarmine Hall on March 28th. Security
investigated to find the person was someone on an admissions tour.
* Security will hold a second Self-Defense and Rape Prevention Seminar on Wednesday, April
13th from 7-9pm in the Oak Room. Spaces are still open—sign up in the Security office or call 254-4090
between 8 and 4 pm Monday through Friday to reserve a spot.

Campus Crier
Easter Weekend services at the Egan Chapel will be held
Thursday, March 31st at 8:00pm; Good Friday, April 1st at
8:00pm; Saturday, April 2nd at 8:00pm; and Easter Sunday at
11:00 am. .
There are NO classes on Friday, April 1st and Monday,
April 4th. Have a happy Easter!!!!!!
The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center presents a
performance by Andre Watts, Saturday, April 2nd at 8:00pm in the
Quick Center.
Men's Tennis will play the University of Connecticut on
Tuesday, April 5th at 3:00pm.
On March 10th, the College Republicans made their second visit to the taping of the Rush
Limbaugh Show as part of Rush'sCollege Week. President Steve Coury organized the group which
saw an hour long segment of Limbaugh's litany of controversial opinions and conservative politics.

There will be a Holocaust Remembrance Service on Thursday, April 7th, at 4:40pm in the
Chapel.

Classifieds
Interested in Marketing/Advertising? Interested in earning extra CASH? Please call Tami
or Lisa for part time assignments. 1-800-233-7751.
Greeks & Clubs earn $50-$250 for yourself plus up to $500 for your club! This fundraiser
costs nothing and lasts one week. Call now and receive a free gift. 1-800-932-0528, ext..65.
Drivers wanted: STUDENTS, RETIREES, TO SELL GOOD HUMOR ICE CREAM.
WORK OUTDOORS THIS SUMMER. BE YOUR OWN BOSS. ROUTES AVAILABLE IN YOUR
AREA. EARN $650.00 TO $950.00 WEEKLY. MALE OR FEMALE. APPLY NOW. CALL
MON-SAT 9 AM TO 3 PM ONLY. 203-366-2641.
Summer Opportunity: Lochearn Camp for Girls seeks enthusiastis, dedicated female staff
with strong activity skills in gymnastics, tennis, watersports, (WSI certified), studio & performing arts,
field sports, English riding, hiking. Care for children in magnificent V canoni setting. Outstanding
recreational facilities. Positive attitude required; prior experience is not! Mid-June through MidAugust. Contact: Lochearn Camp, Box 500. Post Mills, VT, 05058; 1-800-235-6659.

Cheers
..to the large back..to Tasty Kitty
in Key West..to the lambs..to
housemates who cook you dinner
for your 21st birthday..to TH
153..to spilling soda in your bra..to
Facilitator training..to the gravel
pit..to the Voyager and Safari..to
campgrounds with toothless
animals..to crazy closet springbreakers..to the middle-seat..to
Fitz' turbans and nonchalant
gigs..to Barefoot Bobs..to Leo's
where only the spiders have
teeth..to the Tavern and
Sullivans..to Irish boys named
Eddie..to Guiness Poetry..to road
trips to Boston..to reserved spots
in hell..to Dick's Last Resort..to 3
ft. condom hats..to Tostitos and
Chipitos..to Jakelvorys..to the
wheelbarrow..to cream of broccoli
soup..tocheap thrills with homeless
men..to grunting and glistening..to
lobster claw harmonicas..to
Catherines..to 1st annual picnic/
orgy..to baby whales that go
blurp..to German Navy men..to
Kareoke and I will survive.'.to
$10,000..to the Virgin Island
Bobsled team..to the Captain..to
successful nightly rotations..to the
monkey family..to Jogues 3 and
two 2 girls..to wearing red..to
surprise birthday parties—thanks,
love frog..to great friends..to doing
a shot with Dad..to turning 21..to
Old Lyme, CT..to Pizzeria Uno
and birthday feasts during
snowstorms..to Arizona Flats and
famous stars..to Beirut...and
actually winning..toTH 103..tocut
socks..to electric blue Cameras..to
one dollar, only a dollar, .to Jeepers,
it's jazz..

Boos
..to the Bahamian men..to Marlboro
Reds..to Bikini contest wusses..to
the nickname list..to"deadbolt"..to
Troy
Aikman
and
his
bodyguards..to losing your
voice..to coming home to snow..to
leaving the Bahamas..to only 5
weekends left..to being drunk and
hungover on the plane ride home, .to
the Wyndham Ambassador staff, .to
returning to those housemates you
were on vacation from..to packing
in 6 minutes while still drunk..to
the non-existent sunrise..to passing
out several times and not
remembering..to hooking up with
guys who have girlfriends..to
Fairfield men not entering the
bathing suit contest..to fat men in
thongs..to Saget and Krammer..to
cat fights in Sullivans..to getting
caught stealing hats..to South
Carolina stories..to randoms
vomiting in Quincy market..to
corneal abrasions..to "brighten up
moron"..to those who were on their
2nd spring break..to taking 8 hours
to get home from the airport..to
leaving paradise to come home to
snow..to realizing that all the good
men moved to the islands..to
hookups who drive jeeps..to being
drunk, sick, and being taken
advantage of..to bad decisions..to
migraines..to peer pressure..to
rain..to having too much work over
Easter weekend..to persistent men
who have no clue..to confused
women who have no clue..to
missing last year..to only having
one more year left..to full moons
making life difficult..to pink cabs
and jellyfish stings..to pink eye in
the Bahamas..

Submit Cheers and Boos
by Sunday night!
SENIORS:
Send in your submissions for
the Senior Edition—
superlatives, photos, senior
prophecies, quotes, memories
in general...
Put your name and box # on the
back of all photos, and identify
everyone in the picture. Photos
will be returned.
Send ail material to Christine,
Box AA.
Deadline for submissions is
April 21.
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Drug use is on the rise at Fairfield
Jennifer Luongo
News Editor Emeritus
It seems that everyone
you talk to about drugs at Fairfield
has one common opinion: Drug
use on campus is on the rise.
Resident
Advisors,
Peer
Counselors and administrators
alike have seen an increase in the
number of drug offenses in 199394, as opposed to last year and
years past, showing that Fairfield
is following national trends.
"Fairfield is not quite as
isolated as we used to think it was,"
said Gwen Vendley, Dean of
Students.
Since
December,
Security has assisted Student
Services in confiscating marijuana
and
drug
paraphernalia
approximately six times from the
residence halls.
According to Vendley,
almost all of the cases go before

the judicial board, which is
comprised of four voting members,
a chairperson and a mediator.
However, the punishment for each
offense varies depending on factors
such as the quantity of the drugs,
whether or not there was intent to
sell, and if the offense is the
student's first. In some cases, a
student may be moved from his or
her residence hall to another. In
more serious cases, a student could
be expelled from school.
Some feel that the
university needs to take a stronger
stance regarding the consequences
of a drug offense in order for the
situation to improve.
Bill Jenkins '95, a
Resident Advisor in Campion Hall
said, "In my opinion, the university
should start taking stronger
measures or the problem won't go
away. It will just multiply."Jenkins
feels thai at times, the judicial
board deals with similar incidents

differently.
Yet aside from the way
in which the judicial board handles
these cases, most people feel that
more offenses are coming before
the board this year in the first place
because the resident advisors are
more aware of the problem.
Richard Pereira '94, a
Resident Advisor in Claver Hall
said,"RAs are the ones who are in
contact and contact has been greater
than ever before. We've dealt with
it more this year than last year."
Vendley agrees. "A lot
more cases have been reported this
year than Ijisi
year There is a
lot more education on the floors
and R As are more alert to it. People
are realizing that this is not a light
offense."
In addition to drug
awareness education on the floors
of the residence halls, the Peer
Counseling Network is working to
educate the student body as well.

This past week (March 28-31), the
network has sponsored Drug
Awareness Week.
This designated week,
organized by Peer Counseling
Alcohol and Drug Awareness coteam leaders Dan Kurzatkowski
'95 and Christine Rizza '94, gives
the counselors an opportunity to
provide students with facts about
different drugs.
For
example,
the
counselors set up table tents in
Seller's, with descriptions of
different drugs along with the
consequences of each. Also, this
afternoon there will be a mock
drug bust in Seller's organized by
Peer Counseling and Security.
But, the newest and
perhaps the most innovative mode
of education throughout Drug
Awareness Week has been a video,
filmed by Kurzatkowski, which has
been shown in the Campus Center
and in Dolan this week and will be

shown this afternoon in the Oak
Room. The video uses students'
comments about drugs to educate
other students.
Kurzatkowski and other
counselors interviewed roughly
twenty students on their opinions
about drugs and alcohol. They
asked the students, who wore
masks to protect their identities,
questions such as "Do you use
drugs?"or "Are drugs readily
available on campus?". To the
latter, just about every student
interviewed felt that drugs are
definitely available on campus.
Kurzatkowski hopes that
by hearing what their classmates
have to say, students will realize
the problems that do exist on
campus.
"The whole point of the
video is to make people aware that
there are a lot of drugs on campus
and that drug use is not a good
thing," he said.

University announces Student Award Maya Angelou fs lecture has
Kramer Award:
recipients
been rescheduled for April 26
Mike McCormack
Loyola Medal:
Jim MacDonnell
Uniting Athletics and
Student Life:
Johnnie Jones

Establishing Club Black
Box: Edith Navia and
Kirsten Wadewitz

1994 Student Award recipients

photo: Kevin Wo I ithal

Student Achievement/
Campus Ministry:
Patti Sullivan

Shelagh Scollin
Contributing Writer
A memorial service is being planned for Professor Ann Spector, Adjunct Professor of
English, who passed away on January 7. It will take place on Friday, April 15, at 2:00 p.m. in
Bannow 319. The service will include reminiscenses by students and faculty.
Professor Spector, who was 58, taught at Fairfield University for over ten years,
including Composition and Prose, Introduction to Literature, Writing Center Tutor Training,
and "The Art of Effective Writing for Non-Traditional Learners."
Professors Janet Krauss and James Farnham, both of the English Department, are
planning the memorial service. They emphasized that it would consist of informal sharing,
and that participation is encouraged. Anyone who is interested in sharing a special memory,
tribute, or reading in honor of Professor Spector is strongly urged to do so. Please contact
either Professor Krauss, at ext. 2816 or Professor Farnham at ext. 2796 if you are interested in
i participating, so they can get an idea of how many people would like to speak.

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the world...Vlsa» and MasterCard"
credit cards..."ln your name.- EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN

CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA" and MasterCard" Ihr credll cards you
deserve and need Tor— ID-BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM EOT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTSHOTELS—MOTELS—CAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATINGI
E71-CAI1I),

IlOX

16516,

■ _. x

—

ATLANTA,

OA :!0.12l

———

J^ BlfJ^J I want VlSA»/MASTEnCARn» Credit
Cards approved Immediately. 1O0W QUARANTEEDI

NAME
ADDRESS
...Hrrf^.^VtvD
*ii*>*\t«*»,f

°*»T*0*

No turn downs!
No credit checks!
No
security deposit!

SEND THE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

crrv

STATE

STUDENT? Yes

ZIP.

WO S.S.*

SIGNATURE
NOTE: KitlnCattf H ■ irftMrtrd lr»<Vrrni*< rrf M**lrK>rrt IntrmftltonnL li«VHa la • rrftl^lr rn1 hartrnmlt ri VISA USA. Inr. Bnrl VISA Ink-national

at 8:00pm in Alumni Hall
Tickets are available at the
Quick Center Box Office.
They are free for students
and will be opened to the
public starting April 5.

Ride it... the Express

LSAT
START PREPARING NOW
FOR JUNE OR OCTOBER
Prep Twice- One Price
WHY TAKE KAPLAN?
* WE'RE THE ONLY TEST PREPARATION
ORGANIZATION WITH A COMPLETE STUDY
LIBRARY-TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS
RESOURCE-IF YOU WANT A TOP 50 LAW
SCHOOL, THIS IS HOW YOU GET THERE
* LIVE CLASSES TAUGHT BY TOP
INSTRUCTORS WHO ACED THE EXAM
* HOME STUDY MATERIALS WITH
THOUSANDS OF PRACTICE QUESTIONS
* COMPUTER ANALYZED DIAGNOSTIC
TESTING DIRECTS YOUR STUDIES FOR
MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
* LEAVING FAIRFIELD IN MAY?
CONTINUE YOUR STUDIES AT ANY OF OVER
150 KAPLAN CENTERS FOR TUNE'S OR
OCTOBER'S TEST
CLASSES BEGIN APRIL 6

KAPLAN

CALL 1-800-735-PREP

mi«i!ll lM.MMitq-UIJ-l.'ITTTXa

y

. ■'. XOU ,<)iiliJ J hlii'jfl'JOJ .: JliJflOJ .
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After May, Part 1: Hopes for a bright
future for graduating seniors
Lyn Campanella
Features Editor
There was once a time
when getting a college degree
almost guaranteed a satisfying
and financially rewarding job.
Unfortunately, graduates of the
last several years have found
themselves facing stiff
competition in the job search
market.
When I was a
sophomore, a friend and I were
shopping at the Trumbull Mall
when a cashier asked us if we
were Fairfield U. students. We
ended up talking to her about
Fairfield and she told us that she
had graduated the year before
and that being a Filene's cashier
was the best job she was able to
get. My friend and I left pretty
depressed that a Fairfield
diploma meant so little in the
real world. But it's not Fairfield
at all- it's the job market:
corporate downsizing, job
eliminations and all of the other
recent graduates, that have made
employment scarce.
Many people have
found themselves continuing to
graduate-level schooling rather
than face this bleak employment
situation. Law school, business
school, medical school
applications have increased by
over twenty-five percent,
according to the admissions
director at Emory University in

Questions can be directed to Mr. Rush Oster, of the Fairfield office
Atlanta, Georgia.
commented, "Increased hiring
For those seniors who have Chorba at (212) 947-8180.
Management activity in New England has been
not yet had the fortune of being offered
a job, graduation is still over a month Recruiters, Inc. - Executives with projected at levels substantially
away, and there are services beyond the responsibility of hiring middle above the national average since
the Career Planning Center available management and professional staff the second half of 1992. Although
in the New England area project the figures for the first half of 1994
to help. Here's a few suggestions:
A Good Job After College - sizable increases. Management are down, anticipated new hires
How to Get One - This video set aids Recruiters International, Inc. for the region are still above the
students seeking employment by (MRI) conducted a poll of over national average. We can view
simplifying important information, 3,000 executives throughout the this development as leveling off
such as networking, interviewing country. A total of 35.3 percent of from uncharacteristically high
strategies, construction of the ever- those polled indicated that they projections."
How
to
Survive
important resume and cover letter, plan to increase their staffs in the
Without
Your
Parents'
Monevnext
six
months.
Management
and deciding which job offers a
It
can
be
along
way
from
diploma
Recruiters
of
Fairfield
is
is
part
of
graduate should accept. This video
set includes interviews with executives a nationwide network of 400 offices to paycheck, and author Geoff
the
country, Martz wrote this book to offer
of Kraft, Johnson Wax, Allstate- throughout
headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio. advice to those trying to make it
people who hire new graduates.
Additional information on the
video can be obtained by calling
FIRST HALF 1994
tJjURECRlfrr
(803) 688-7078.
The New York State
EMPLOYM,
_i, riONS FOR MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONAL STAFFS
Regional percent-, j, companies planning to increase siafl size
Job Fair '94- On Friday, May 6,
1994, this job fair will match
special education teachers,
bilingual andesl teachers, school
and clinical psychologists,
speech-physical-occupational
therapists, registered nurses,
social workers, physicians, and
consultants with more than 600
hiring programs statewide.
Thomas Chorba of Personnel
Data Systems said, "We have
NATIONAL HIRINC PROJECTIONS:
heard from a rich mix of programs
Planning it INCREASE
34.0°/e
DECREASE 15.9S«
who are actively seeking
MAINTAIN
50.C/C
personnel and are ready to hire.
We predict a banner year for jobs
MRI's projections for 1994 hiring, bv geographical area
in the human services."

after college without living with
your parents again. Many new
responsibilities come along with
this new chapter in life - finding an
apartment, getting a car, paying
bills for utilities, and even paying
back those student loans.
Martz offers strategies on
starting on your own successfully.
His advice comes from recent
grads, employers, and experts at
job placement centers, employment
agencies, andrecruitingfirms. The
book includes success stories,
checklists, labor force facts, and
even recipes. He covers important
topics: resumes, cover letters, and
job search resources; developing
contacts and networking; interview
do's and don't; and how to
survive while you look:
finding an apartment, leasing,
buying insurance, and
consolidating loans, even tips
on living on little cash.
This $9 paperback
printed by Villard Books,
concludes with tips on
handling job offers, including
negotiating a better deal. Ken
and Daria Dolan, writers for
Money magazine say, "Every
college junior, senior, or recent
grad should have a copy of
this book."
While the outlook
can often look bleak for those
"still waiting to hear", there is
hope, and we will survive.

*** Next week - Finding the right summer work opportunity ***

Get your breath mints ready
It's time for Notre Dame High's
Annual Garlicfest
Dea Parletta '88
Fr. Bill Sangiovanni '62
Contributing Writers
Soon the sweet smell of
garlic will permeate the air, inviting
all noses to come and enjoy the
delicious results of the largest
collection of cloves. This festival
is about more than clove encounters
and bad breath- it's about
entertainment and enjoying garlic
prepared in exciting ways in a
village court atmosphere.
During the weekend of
April 8. 9. 10, the third annual
Garlicfest will take place. For the
first time in its aromatic history the
entire festival
" be held under
the "Big Top" a climate i. Mtolled
tent covering the entire football
field of Notre Dame High Sch >ol
(

ejr 200 pf the school's
Ls »« « i • > '

* ~

cfxnkx^j
students will volunteer their time
to make this event a success.
Forty-five of the finest
area restaurants, bakeries and
caterers will line the inside
perimeter providing diners with
the center of the tent for eating
pleasure. California contingency
will be well represented as well,
with five vendors making the trip
including Christopher Ranch, the
largest producer of garlic in the

books, gifts, festival exclusi ves and
United States.
Strolling musicians will wearable garlic art. Finally, there
serenade the patrons as they indulge is the Garlic and Your Health booth,
in the area's finest array of garlic sponsored by Notre Dame. Free
information will be provided on
spiked dishes.
When resting your ■ the health benefits of garlic proving
appetite, there is a lot more to do. that this festival is too good for you
There is a specialty gift booth. The to miss.
Garlicfest has been a
Garlic Gourmet, is everexpanding
successful
event for Notre Dame
with the most unique garlic gifts
High
School
for the past two years,
imaginable. There is a vast
where
attendance
totals more than
collection of garlic cooking items.

40,000 people.
Fr. Bill
Sangiovanni foundedthisendeavor
after a friend visited the Gilroy
Garlic Festival in Gilroy,
California, the Garlic Capital of
the World.
Over $75,000 has been
raised as a result, benefiting the
Notre Dame Scholarship Fund,
providing area youth with more
opportunities for a quality
education.
The Garlicfest 1994
festival will take place rain or shine,
Friday 5:00 pm to 11:00 pm.
Saturday 12:00 noon to 11:00 pm.
and Sunday from 12:00 noon to
6:00 pm.
The high school is located
off of Exit 47 of the Merrit Parkway.
Ample parking is available
Admission is onlv $2.00.
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off the mark
by Mark Parisi

by Christine Foichi

Who would you want to come to Fairfield
as the graduation speaker?
XM USES A POPULPR MfTHOP TO
OVERCOME HIS F£f\R OF PUBLIC SP£AKIN6

C'MON you LXTTU CRETINS,
MY DEAVUHE /S ALMOST Ll£R£ f
QiMCKfco SOUTHING FUNNY...
1

Jeff Preston f94

Jessica Nutley '96

Casey Kasem. I'll do
anything to hear him say,
"Up 4 notches to a degree
in English: is Jeff
Preston."

"Jeff Preston '94...because
he's a babe."

FUiWy.XT&Lyou,'.'

Laura White '95
"Lou Spadaccini '94...
because I'd rather listen
to him than Jeff Preston."

OKAY, 50 WEV£ ESTAbUSHED THAT
iou SHOULD EAT HEALTHIER, EXERCISE
REGULAR AND KEEP >DUR SPRAY
RUNT AND D£0DORANT IN DIFFERENT
CABLETS...

Lou Spadaccini *94
"Phil Rizzuto. His ads for
the money store inspired
me.

Brian Keegan f94 Caitlin Whelan '95
"Howard Stern. He has
firm Jesuit ideals."

"Dave Letterman's Mom.
She did a great job covering the Olympics."
SON, YOUR MOTHER AND 1
1UIWK M8E IT'S TiMB FOR Y00
TO COHSDER tWlNG OUT ON YOUR
0\*lN...

Christine Foichi f94 Jennie Edwards '94 Jennifer Luongo f94
"Sally Struthers. She inspired "Elvis Presley. Anyone who
me to get my mail-away
wears a studded jumpsuit
degree in gun repair."
can't be all bad."

"Frank Szivos, our advisor,
He knows all the good
leads."

The Mirror is finally linked to the
Mainframe. The Username is
"Mirror." Any comments, suggestions,
or complaints can be directed there, if
you don't have the guts to do it in
person. But remember, we can tell who
Lyn Campanella '94
sent the message. Have a nice day.
"Mickey Mouse. Period."

eiMJUAWPAHSl

«<v>

W£AR AS WS"CM TELL^THE GRKN
LIGHT MEANS "PROCEED" AND TU£
R0> LIGHT MEANS "STOP AND
PUTXX#FING£R
UP YOUR
NOSH...
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Editorial/Comrilentary

The Mirror is now
on the mainframe
There have been complaints in past years that the
Minor is too removed and too cliquish. Students felt that
they weren't given an opportunity to voice their opinions
about their campus and felt shut out from the news writing
process.
The Mirror has recently taken steps to combat
this sentiment with the addition of e-mail. Fairfield is no
exception to the wave of computer fervor that has swept
the country. Communication has been changed drastically
now that people, who would normally have never met,
can have computer-mediated conversations (an example
being America On-Line, a new addition to Time magazine
where people from all over the world can argue the issues
of our day). At this university, e-mail has facilitated the
passing on of information by drastically reducing memos
and superfluous telephone calls among the administration
and faculty. Students also find e-mail very useful; they
can drop a line to friends at Fairfield or at other schools,
saving on the sometimes excessive phone bills.
The Mirror hopes that this addition of e-mail will
allow people who have always wanted to express their
opinion (but never had time or the inclination to write a
letter to the editor) to be able to quickly type any comments,
questions, suggestions or criticisms they might have of
the newspaper. This will also let people eventually send
in their Cheers & Boos, Quotes of the Week, Letters to the
Editor, and even article contribtuions through the
computer.
The messages should be mailed to (surprise!)
MIRROR and will be checked daily. Computers are
changing our society and the Mirror is now on the
entrance ramp of the information superhighway.

The Fairfield Mirror

Letters to the Editor
University needs a reliable bus driver
To the Editor:
I read Stephanie Nash's
article about her bus adventure to
New York City, and it sounded
very familiar to me. I also took a
trip to New York City with Dave,
the bus driver. I went with people
living in Regis to Manhattan two
weeks before Christmas.
Dave missed the island
of Manhattan. We wound up in
Astoria, Queens. Dave just kept on
driving, completely ignorant of his
blunder. Luckily, that is my
neighborhood, so I was able to
direct him properly to Manhattan.
If I didn 't say anything, Dave might
have just driven the bus until he hit

To the Editor:
On behalf of the Student
Beach Resident Association, we
would like to invite all students
interested to an Easter Egg Hunt
with the Sunshine Kids and

To the Editor:

Office is located on Gonzaga Ground Floor, Fairfield
University.
Mailing Address: Box AA, North Benson Road, Fairfield
University, Fairfield, CT 06430. Telephone: (203) 254-4000
ext. 2533. Fax: (203) 254-4000 ext. 2534.
All rights reserved. Copyright 1993 by The Fairfield Mirror,
Inc.

I am writing in response
to Vanessa Lops's article "Cartoon
forces students to question Catholic
tradition," in the 10 March issue of
the Mirror. In this article, Ms. Lops
theorizes as to the reasons behind
the vehement reaction to the
cartoon depicting the Pope standing
in a graveyard of AIDS victims
saying, "Glad to see so many of
you have followed the Papal order
not to use condoms." One of these
reasons, she believes, is Catholic
students' reluctance to question the

1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must
also be typewritten With a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3)
Letters must be received by 3:00 PM Sunday for publication the
following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed.
Only with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial
Board will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which
contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis so that room can be reserved for more
general topics. 6) Letters must be free of personal attacks,
inaccurate factual material, and libel, and should also be free of
grammatical and spelling errors. 7) All announcements and
other submissions must be typewritten and received by
6:00 PM on the Sunday prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is advised. 8) Once received all
submissions become property of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions, and reserves the right to
edit such. The Editorial Board shall determine which articles will appear. The Board's decision is final.

any more assignments by this
university. I know that he also got
lost going to the New Jersey
Meadowlands Sports Complex a
few days before my trip. Why
wasn't there some kind of
communication between the
University and the bus company
about Dave?
Dave should not have
been allowed to make trips carrying
our students after those two
incidents (there probably are other
incidents). The university should
have been granted a refund and all
other future trips which Dave's
bus company canceled.
Philip Renne '96

children from the Fairfield
Community. The Hunt will be held
on Thursday, March M, at the
beach on Lantern Point between 46 pm. After the Hunt, games and
refreshments will be served at the
Fishbowl. The Easter Bunny

himself will be there to accompany
the children on their hunt. So please
everyone come and enjoy the fun
with the kids. Thank you!
Amy Bongiovi '94
Bridget Reilly '94

FUSA thanks Mirror for evaluations
On behalf of FUSA, I
would like to thank the entire staff
of The Fairfield Mirror for their
hard work in printing the FUSA
Faculty Evaluations in the March
10, 1994 edition of the Mirror.
Editor-in-Chief, Christine Folchi,
personally took the initiative to

The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of
its readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror
Office on the ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.

the other end of the island.
Once in Manhattan, Dave
didn't know where he was going
either. I had no confidence in
Dave's ability, so I instructed him
to use the FDR Drive (not the
brightest of ideas on my part).
Buses are not supposed to use this
highway. He could have gotten
into an accident.
He drove well enough to
get us home, despite driving under
snowy conditions and on an island
on the Bruckner Expressway for a
while. I had never been on a trip
with a bus driver who did not know
where he was going.
I am shocked and
outraged that Dave would be given

Easter egg hunt planned for Sunshine Kids

Editor-in-Chief Christine Folchi
Managing Editor Jessica Nutley
News Editor Emeritus Jennifer Luongo
News Editor Caitlin Whelan
Sports Editor Brian Keegan
Features Editor Lyn Campanella
Arts & Entertainment Editor Laura White
Campus Life Editor Kevin Ridolfi
Commentary Editor Jennifer Edwards
Assistant Commentary Editor Lou Spadaccini
Photography Editor Kevin Guterl
Advertising Editor Renee Ladasky
Accountants Andrew Hayes and Nancy Hochgesand
Typesetters Lyn Campanella and Christine Folchi
Circulation Manager Jim Sulzer

Publication Policy

The Fairfield Mirror

ensure that the evaluations were
printed in an accurate and expedient
fashion.
A tremendous amount of
time and effort was put into printing
the evaluations. To make them fit
within three pages of prinl was a
challenging task. The Mirror staff
accomplished this and made them
even more readable than those of

years past.
The Faculty Evaluations
provide a tremendous service by
assisting undergraduates with the
registration process and FUSA is'
grateful to the Mirror for their hard
work in making this possible.
Jim Sulzer '95
FUSA - Academics

Pope not to blame for AIDS
To the Editor:

doctrine of the Catholic Church.
I speak only for myself
when I say that this cartoon is
offensive because it places the
blame for the contraction of AIDS
on the Pope, which is utterly
ridiculous. To insinuate that people
who contract AIDS do so out of
reluctance to break the Papal order
forbidding the use of condoms is
also ridiculous. Many of those who
do not use condoms are either lazy,
ignorant, or just plain irresponsible.
If it were a case of not wanting to
break the rules of the Church, they
probably would not be engaging in

the sort of behavior that puts them
at risk for the contraction of HIV,
the virus that causes AIDS.
Do not mistake my
meaning; I do not believe that all
AIDS victims "deserve" it for
"sinful" behavior. I too believe that
the Catholic church should change
its stance on the use of
contraceptives. I also believe,
however, that those who contract
AIDS through careless sexual
encounters cannot blame the Pope
for it.
Sylvia Manzano '96

The Fairfield Mirror

Searching for the
Fairfield
community
It's trapped in the past
with the Red Sea...
Jennifer E. Edwards
Commentary Editor

Fairfield has always
touted its communities.
Prospective freshman are
courted with the openness and
the family atmosphere on
campus. Gwen Vendley and
UNITE are trying to create a
townhouse community. But is
the Fairfield community
trapped in the past like the Red
Sea?
"During orientation freshman year, all the facilitators
talked about the Fairfield community," said Melinda Lombard
'94. "I really felt a part of it, especially with my floor, but after
four years I feel it's more cliquey because it's natural to group
with close friends."
The campus is relatively open and friendly compared to
many other universities. Due to its small size, most of the faces
are familiar so it's easier to be friendly. But university policies,
especially at the townhouses, are making it harder for
upperclassmen to reach out to the underclassmen. Restrictions on
party sizes and frequent checks force townhouse residents to have
closed parties. It's hard to welcome freshman with open arms at
a party if you're worried the an RA will break up the party and
report it to Residence Strife. A sense of community \\ as partly
due to the openness of the parties and the intermingling of classes.
.,.Residence.Life wants to create a.community, but their
policies concerning utility payments are forcing some residents
to question their authenticity. Students who are late, even a few
weeks, are threatened with expulsion, not their power being shut
off but being expelled. SNET and power companies won't shut
off service until after two months of delinquent payments. The
school can't shut off service, but they do have the power to expel,
so they try to use it.
It's hard to feel part of a community that wants to kick
you off campus because you're a week late paying your utility and
gas bill, which you might be able to afford if the building were
insulated better.
Living up at the townhouses myself, I never noticed a
real effort to create a community. Unite put up meeting notices
during the Fall, but aside from a trip to see Tommy, nothing
substantial was ever done. To many residents, it's assumed that
by the time you get to the townhouses, you already have your own
group of friends. Barbecues can't change that, but they can help
create a friendlier atmosphere
FUSA tried Operation Recapture to revive the Red Sea
at basketball games with disastrous results. Student turn-out for
the games was low, which could be in part to a mediocre team.
The Red Sea doesn't exist anymore. It was part of the communin
Declining applicants are causing the university to scurry
for a solution. They believe that the campus is to blame and if an
ice rink or a coffeehouse only existed then the Fairfield community
would spring up again and prospective applicants would increase.
But a new building can't change the overall lack of enthusiasm
that exists.
Change has to occur immediately, the community can't
wait a few years until a ice rink or coffeehouse is finished,
whether it's through residence life policies or new programs.
Something has to be done to make students proud to attend and
raduate from Fairfield University.

t

Write for the
Mirror- It cleanses
the soul
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Single moms able to succeed at college
CPS- When Samantha Lightizer
wakes up in her Endicott College
dorm, she has an hour to get
dressed, have breakfast and watch
a little TV before heading up the
hill. En route, she uses her time
well: She dozes, thumb in mouth.
She is, after all, only 1 year old.
The daughter of 18-yearold Shelli Brown, Samantha, is
one of 10 children whose moms
are enrolled in the new Single
Parent Program at the four-year
private college.
The nine mothers and
their children live in an older
residence hall that has been set
aside specifically for them. Moms
and kids share rooms, bathrooms
and a kitchen, although many of
them also eat at the school cafeteria,
where high chairs are conveniently
lined against one wall.
Endicott provides all that
a traditional student would expect,
plus day care at the child-care center
on the campus and housing for
both mother and child. The total
cost of the program, which started
in September, is about $18,500 a
year for participants, with mothers
receiving financial aid from a
number of different sources.
To the student moms, the
program means different things,
but mostly it means peace of mind.
Housing is the biggest single
expense of a single parent, and
many of the mothers who are now
enrolled in the program say the
family dormitory has given them a
chance to follow their dreams while
providing for their families.
For Lauria Cunningham,
a pre-nursing student who lives in
Bullock Hall with Jessica, her 2year-old daughter, the meal plan
has been a real boon to her. "I
don't have a car," she says, "and I
don't like to cook."
She studies for a
chemistry exam in her sunny room
while her daughter sleeps in the
next room. "The most difficult
thing is the community living,"
she says. "Most "of us have come
from our own apartments. The
initial adjustment was hard, to go

from a five-room apartment to two
rooms.
"But," she admits, "it's
nice to be with people who are in
the same boat. When you've had a
tough day, there's always someone
to talk to, people who understand,
who are going through the same
thing."
The women who live in
Bullock Hall have problems that
typical college students don't think
about. Cunningham says it is
difficult studying and sharing space
with a 2-year-old. "I can't study
when she's awake. I usually start
after she's asleep, around 9 p.m.,"
she said.
Patti Tierney, 34, is the
oldest single mother. The program
has been a big adjustment, one that
continues to cause her difficulty.
""My daughter Jennifer
is 11. She's the oldest child. I'm
the oldest adult," Tierney said.
"She's caught in the middle: no
kids her own age. She doesn't
know where to fit in. She doesn't
know who to follow."
Tall and poised, Jen acts
and looks older than 11 years. A
sixth-grader at Beverly's Briscoe
Middle School, she often helps the
mothers supervise the babies.
■ "Maybe I'm too set in my

ways," Tierney says, "But I
definitely can't get used to sharing
a bathroom and dormitory living."
Then she says, "But I'll admit I
have it easier. Most mothers can't
leave their rooms— and their
babies. Jen's older; I can step out
when things get noisy here."
Jessica Benson, 21, a
communications major, is taking
six courses this semester so she has
to study whenever her 4-year-old
daughter Leanne is at the childcare center.
"I'm really happy with
the program," she says. "Any
woman, coming out of a bad
relationship would think this is
great. They've got great security
here."
"I'd almost given up on
college until I heard about this
program. There wasn't any place
for me to go. I was working fulltime, making just enough to pay
the rent. I'd gotten off welfare and
I could only take one class at night.
I loved school but I wanted to be in
school. I knew I should be in
school."
"We've moved so much,"
says Jessica. "There's been so
much transition in my daughter's
life. She loved this place from day
one."
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Quotes of the week
"My name is Joy because I give it."
—shot girl at the Ski bar
"Fourteen dollars! I thought you said two."
—brilliant gas station attendant in Bridgeport
"This next song goes out to Rich, who finally kissed a girl."
—overheard in the Bahamas over break
"What, are you smoking crack in there?"
'sked to an editor on Tuesday night
"Everyone wants to mix something with it, which leads me to believe that it
isn't very good."
—waitress at Archie Moore's talking about mixing grenadine with Zima.
" I have under two months to find a job and a place to live, so I don't have to
work at Britches for the rest of my life. Reality Bites is my life."
—graduating senior
■Send quotes of the week to the Mirror office in Gonzaga near the Deli
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Fairfield University and U.S. Defense Conversion
Kurt Hackbarth
Staff Writer
Recently, Fairfield
University announced that it has
received a grant to set up what
will be known as the Center for
Global Competitiveness (CGC).
The Center will be run by Dr.
Mark LeClair and Dr. Bharat
Balla, professors of Economics
and International Finance
respectively, and will work to
aid small to medium size
companies in Connecticut to
convert from defense production
by broadening markets
overseas.
Exports are seen as
recession-plagued
Connecticut's best hope for
achieving sustained growth in
the post-Cold War era, and
companies
(particularly
contractors and subcontractors)
which have been entirely
defense-dependent should profit
by being able to market their
high-quality products abroad.
The
program,
however, raises several
questions. First, what exactly
will we be helping these

companies export? What will be
their potential use? Further, if
these products could be used for
military purposes, does this
conflict at all with Fairfield's Jesuit
Ideal?
Not at all, says Dr.
LeClair, who notes that since the
goal is defense conversion, we
will be working "to get people out
of defense swords and into
plowshares."
Since the
Department of Commerce is
targeting large firms, our job will
be to help smaller ones where, he
notes, most job growth is.
This
will
be
accomplished by the marketing of
"dual use" technology - products
that could have both military and
civilian use. The goal of most dual
use projects is to take defense
materials, for example a highresistance bolt made by a
subcontractor for Sikorsky, and
hopefully put them to purely
civilian output.
Others
disagree
substantially with the dual-use
approach. Dr. Kevin Cassidy,
professor of political science,
states that we should be focusing
more on civilian areas, where

more of our pressing needs are.
He suggests that dual-use
programs have been a means to
protect the traditional militaryindustrial complex, which has a
vested and monied interest in
perpetuating themselves by
trying to acquire governmental
resources themselves for new
technologies. Because of the
influence of the defense lobby,
such programs have often been
skewered towards the military
side.
Although he realizes it
will be difficult to move this state
away from its defense-based
economy, he notes that the best
way to "wean ourselves off of
this addiction" to military
spending is not to continue
investing in it. Dual use is
therefore "wasteful," for it
continues to allocate our tax
dollars, under a different guise,
to marketing products for military
use, which we have been doing
for years.
From
a
global
perspective, Dr. Cassidy sees the
international arms trade problem
as "the biggest threat today to
world peace." Countries have

Letters Conft

historically looked to improve their
balance of payments by selling
high-technology arms to thirdworld countries, as evidenced by
Iraq, who fought the U.S. in the
Gulf War using Russian, German,
and some of our own technology.
In fact, one of the reasons that the
Middle East is such a "powder
keg" is because "we've armed
everybody to the teeth."
The question then
reemerges: do we want to be a
party to shipping technology that
may wind up killing people in some
area of the world?
An alternative to this
"plant-by-plant" approach, as Dr.
Cassidy calls it, would be to look at
the country as a whole, decide what
our needs are, what our resources
are, and develop a national plan to
convert our economy with
incentives for businesses to
participate.
We have done it before,
he argues, in the Cold War arms
buildup, but it was not seen as such
because of the Communist threat.
Similarly, the federal government
created a market forcivilian nuclear
power where none existed, leading
to the present energy situation.

Military workers are
among the most highly skilled,
and would need minimal
retraining to move to civilian
production.
Dr. LeClair responds
by saying that this grant,
although specifically tailored for
defense-related
firms,
piggybacks on our Center for
International Market Studies
(CIMS), whose goal is to help
everybody expand their markets.
The Center for Global
Competitiveness, however, will
be substantially larger than the
former.
The hope, according to
LeClair, is for these products to
wind up being used for civilian
purposes "period." And Dr.
Cassidy says that, in the long
run, "anything that helps a
company get the ball rolling"
towards civilian production "will
help."
As long as our "hope"
for the uses of these exports,
however, remains just that,
questions will remain about the
effects the work of our Jesuit
University will have on peoples
all over the world.
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Professor questions definition of morality
To the Editor:
I was thoroughly
perplexed to see the letter from
my friend and colleague, Joe
MacDonnell, in the March 10
issue of The Mirror, implying that
sex between consenting adults and
advocating condom use are
immoral
activities,
and
conversely, that discouraging
condom use in the era of AIDS is
morally defensible behavior.
Apparently our understanding of
what a moral system is and does
is radically different.
At the center of any
moral system should be a concern
for the treatment of others.
Building on this assumption, we
should be able to agree that
immoral behavior is that which
causes needless hurt to another
living being.
We can still disagree
about the morality of particular
behaviors because each term in
this tenet is somewhat open to
interpretation; does "needless"
include self-defense or painful
medical treatment which may
prolong a life of pain, does "hurt"
include emotional as well as
physical pain, does "living being"
include fetuses or the brain-dead,
etc. Nonetheless, the basic
principle that immoral behavior
is that which causes needless hurt
to another living being allows us
to categorize behaviors into those
which fall into the realm of moral
debate and those which do not.
Activities'that/do not involve

either hurt, or living beings, cannot
be immoral, so it does not make
sense to describe them with moral
vocabulary.
When consenting adults
choose to express their feelings for
each other through sexual
intercourse, no one is being hurt. So
their behavior is simply not a moral
issue. Discouraging condom use, on
the other hand, may lead to
agonizingly painful and torturous
deaths. Clearly that is the behavior
that is immoral. Professor
MacDonnell argued that Fairfield
should stand for values. Having
values, however, doesn't mean
agreeing with every position taken
by a religious leader or religious
movement; it means standing up to
immoral actions, whatever their
source. That is exactly what The
Mirror was doing when it published
the Pope John Paul II cartoon, along
with a full page of educational
information about the importance
of condoms in preventing AIDS (3/
3/94). The cartoon was just as crucial

as the information, because no one,
not the President, not the Pope—
no one—can claim immunity to
challenge on moral issues.
When an institution
continues to behave in such a
morally reprehensible manner on
the issues of birth control, condoms,
AIDS, etc., its leader must take
responsibility. The satirical
cartoon, because it quickly, and
often shockingly, cuts to the heart
of the issue, provides a powerful
format for making that point.
As a faculty member, I
applaud the moral strength shown
by the editors of The Mirror. Now
we, students and faculty, must band
together to insist that the
administration of this university
show the same kind of moral
integrity by allowing and
encouraging the sale of condoms
on this campus.
W. Ronald Salafia,
Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology

Seniors: Send your
pictures and superlatives to Box AA by
April 24 for the
Senior issue

-\

Have a great Easter
break from the
Commentary staff
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Students and faculty respond to AIDS issue
To the Editor:

Faculty Speak-Out
Matt Coleman
Math & Computer Science Dept.
A friend and colleague of mine wrote a letter to the
Mirror, in response to recent articles on the AIDS/HIV
issue. He mentioned that legality should not be the norm of
morality, and used as an illustration the institution of slavery.
I feel that we should not allow an inapt analogy to cloud and
possibly trivialize the issue at hand. He also stated that the
University stands for definite values- all well and good, but
obvious questions arise: How "definite" are these values?
Should they not be put under scrutiny? What happens when
they conflict with the freedom and beliefs of others?
Certainly there are instances when behavior which
is legal may be considered immoral. But moral values are
subjective, most evident in ourpluralistic society. There are
many "experts" in this area who say many wonderful things,
but they also say much to contradict one another. Since
Fairfield is a Catholic institution, let us turn to the Roman
Catholic Church. Even within this one Faith, the "truth" is
a moving target. Experts in the Church today, as in the past,
disagree on many issues (e.g., birth control and gay rights).
Also, the Church has "changed its mind" in many instances
(the most celebrated being the case of Galileo, condemned
in 1633 for looking through his telescope and making
public his obvious conclusions, then exonerated a scant 350
years later). Unless one resorts to semantics, it seems that
one is forced to admit that it is possible for the Church to be
mistaken on occasion- this only makes sense, since the
Church consists of ordinary human beings who, with the
best of intentions and to the best of their abilities, are
searching for the truth, based on an initial set of assumptions
which are, in turn, based on faith. Webster says that faith is
a "firm belief in something for which there is no proof."
Even if I am brought up believing something, and
no matter how strongly I believe it, there is no guarantee that
it is "right." I could say, well, it IS right for me. That is fine,
epistemology and semantics aside, but what happens if it
interferes with the rights and well-being of others? Do we
have any choice but to acknowledge that Catholicism, as
well as any other religion, has inherent limitations on its
claims to authority? What better reason, then, for us to
practice tolerance in situations where there is much
doubt and so very much at stake?
The idea of slavery is repugnant to most people (no
more than to the slave herself). It is an active infringement
upon the rights of another. We see similar behavior today,
in places like El Salvador and the P.R.C. In the case of
abortion, both sides lay claim to much the same argument
(the rights of the mother vs. those of fetus). The common
denominator is that an injustice is being perpetrated, legally
or illegally, by one party against another.
However, in
the present discussion, we have two adults who are not in
any sense infringing upon anyone's rights. No harm is being
brought upon anyone against her own wishes. If there is an
injustice, it is that these students are not being allowed to
make their own moral choices and, consequently, being
denied access to "the second best way to prevent AIDS."
Many believe that it is the University's behavior which is
immoral and that disagreement with University policy is,
in this case, the moral high road.
While possibly in poor taste, the cartoon of the
Pope was a reaction, I believe, to student frustration at the
University's paternalistic intransigence. One must be overly
sensitive to see it as Church- bashing - I would guess that
the people responsible for the cartoon's appearance in the
Mirror are themselves Catholic. They know that the Church
have a well-deserved reputation for rooting out injustice and
attempting to redress it. That must be exactly what they feel
THEY are doing in this particular case.
For those who believe that AIDS was created by a
vengeful (white, male, heterosexual) God to smite the
sinning gays, I suppose we don't have much to talk about.
For those who feel otherwise, as suggested by my
aforementioned colleague, we need to address the issue in
some type of open forum- soon. Of all viruses known to
(wo)man, HIV is the one with the most frequent rate of
mutation, by far. If, as is possible, it mutates into CAIDS—
Casually Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome—it could
make the Plague look like a walk in the park. We have a
responsibility toourstudents and an even widerresponsibility
to society in general. We cannot afford to wait as long as
Galileo—we must do right by our students, and we must do
it now.
S
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In the past two issues of
the Minor, there has been quite a
controversy over a lillle cartoon of
the Pope. Along with the Pope
caricature was an informative
article about AIDS. I also read the
little side bar that seemed to idled
the habits of the student body and
I found it quite humorous. It was a
sel of instructions of how to put on
a condom, the content of which we
were supposed to pass along, with
the information about AIDS to our
non-Catholic friends. Let me now
take this opportunity to thank the
Mirror for the long and hearty laugh
I got out of this all. Ha ha. It still
makes me chuckle when I think
about it.
Theair reeks of hypocrisy
and irony. The people (i.e. the
editors) who decided to put this
information in are the same ones
who decided to put in the AIDS
article and depict the Pope as the
cause of death for AIDS victims

To the Editor:
I am writing in response
to Vanessa Lops's article "Cartoon
forces students to question Cathol ic
tradition." I will not address the
validity of the cartoon, but rather
the dubious assertions Ms. Lops
made. Ms. Lops states "...[the]
comic really does epitomize what
the Catholic Church promotes,"
then continues "Catholic Doctrine
condemns the use of protective
devices during intercourse." This
is a gross distortion of the truth.
The Catholic Church
promotes abstinence. This, alone,

To the Editor:
I would like to respond to
the comments which Vanessa Lops
made in the March 10th edition of
The Mirror regarding the cartoon
which portrayed the Pope as
unmoved by the AIDS situation.
First, I cannot condone or support
the behavior of those individuals
who called Ms. Lops and warned
her "Don't f**k with the Pope"
because The Mirror should not be
censored by anyone. To do so
would defeat the purpose of the
paper as a forum for the discussion
of issues. However, my argument
is not with free speech, but with
faulty logic. The arguments which
Ms. Lops makes in support of the
cartoon completely missed the
mark. Ms. Lops writes, "This comic
really does epitomize what the
Catholic Church promotes Catholic
Doctrine condemns the use of
protective devices during
intercourse. End of story. You
cannot argue with that." Ms. Lops
is correct in identifying the Catholic
Church's doctrine against using
birth control devices (i.e.
condoms), but to suggest that death
from AIDS is what the Church is
promoting is ludicrous. First of all,
it must be understood that there is
no such thing as safe sex and
condoms, at best, provide an
ta^ifional amount of protection to

because they obeyed a papal order
not to use condoms. Excuse me. If
these people were so intent on
following the doctrine of the
Church anil Papal decrees then they
would still be ali veor at leastwould
1101 have died due to AIDS.
If two virgins have sex
alter getting married, then, save
Iron! a bad blood transfusion, which
'happens rarely, how can either
person gel AIDS? Obviously the
Fairfield student body, or at least
the editors of the Mirror are not as
bright as I anticipated. Everyone
makes mistakes, so let us pardon
the editors for an incident they
apparently could not help, but their
shameless defense of printing the
cartoon cannot be excused. The
offending article I now speak of,
explained to readers that the cartoon
was meant to make tun of a situation
and not attack the Pope. Are we
supposed to believe this? This
explanation is as insincere and
untrue as the suggestion to pass the
condom informal ion onto non-

Catholic friends? If a statement is
going to be made, then do not back
it up with petty excuses like this
information is meant lo be passed
on to your non-Catholic friends, or
hold the Pope responsible for the
death of people with AIDS. Instead,
shed some light on the explanation
thai we all know is closer lo the
truth: The majority of Fairfield
University students are top
intellectually stunted lo understand
the concept of abstaining from
premarital sex and/orloo immature
to be able to control their bodily
urges and need to use ihe Pope as
lheir scapegoat when consequences
arise. By the way the Pope does not
do diapers either.
T. Michael Rogers Jr.
'97
Editor's Note: In addition to contracting the HIV virus through unprotected intercourse and infected
blood transfusions, HIV can also
be contracted from an infected
pregnant woman to child, and from
infected hypodermic needles.

is the only concrete method against
sexually transmitted AIDS. The
Church teaches that sexual
intercourse should be reserved for
the institution of marriage.
Within this teaching
monogamy is an essential aspect,
consequently, there is no need for
"protective devices."
The doctrine of the
Church is sound, and though dated,
not outdated. If persons choose not
to adhere to the doctrine of their
faith they jeopardize themselves,
others, and their union with God
through the Church.
I, too, will use the voice

of John Paul II as he addressed
thousands of world youths this
summer in Denver, CO; quoting
the Gospel "I came that you may
have life, and have it abundantly(Jn
10:10)." This is the voice and
message that must be projected
loud and clear. It is in the interest
of all that the Church Doctrine of
abstinence be heeded.
And if abstinence is the
sure way to prevent sexually
transmitted AIDS, there is no need
for "protective devices."

the user. They are by no means
perfect and I find more fault with
those who offer up the idea that sex
with a condom is safe sex because
this gives people the mistaken
notion that sex with a condom is
worry-free. Isn't this a much more
dangerous and irresponsible line
of thinking to offer? The Catholic
Church is promoting monogamous
relationships between two partners,
something which is advised by
AIDS experts in the first place.
Sleeping around is just not safe
anymore. So, who is really
misinforming the people and
offering outdated views? To
suggest that this comic was, in Ms.
Lops's words, "put in the paper to

make people think; to wake up the
sleeping Catholics who do not
know, or do not care what their
church is doing": is a mistaken
piece of criticism. Contrary to how
Ms. Lops portrays Catholics as
either ignorant or uncaring about
the issue of AIDS, there are many
Catholics who have thought this
matter through. I can hardly
characterize the Catholic Church
or the Pope as being the cause of
numerous deaths from AIDS.
Maybe Ms. Lops is the one who
needs to be questioning and
thinking for herself instead of
buying into this shoddy line of
reasoning.

C.A. Curry '97

Kevin Kuzia '94
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Students
make
Student sinks them all in
a
WISH
pool tournament
Kristin Cunningham
Staff Writer

Kevin Ridolfi
Campus Life Editor

"In the hole," says Robert
Grosso '97, responding to his
opponent who had asked where his
shot was going. In fact, that
weekend, at the Northeastern
Regional Pool Tournament, that's
where most of Grosso' s shots were
landing, in the hole.
Grosso, a business major,
hit more shots than any of the 64
competitors in the tournament,
finishing the weekend as the
number one player in the region
after winning nine matches against
only one loss. His first place finish
earned him a trip to the nationals,
which will be held in Arizona in
May. He will be one of 16 players
from 15 regions to compete in the
nationals.
"The whole time I was
playing in the regionals, I never
realized just how well I was doing,"
he said. "It didn't hit me until I
started signing forms to go to
Arizona."
The freshman traveled to
Boston for the regionals with six
other Fairfield students, all of
whom
qualified
during
tournaments held in the school's
game room. Nick Argiriou '94,
Andrew Maynard '96, Mike Ryan
'94, John Sgroi '94, Brian Rosa
'95 and Joanne Hanlon '95 rounded
out the highly competitive group
from the University.
"The competition at
Fairfield is pretty good," said
Grosso. "Andy beat me in the last
tournament at the school. Both Nick
and Mike shot extremely well at
the regionals."
Argiriou and Maynard
finished fourth and fifth
respectively in Boston. Each fell
victim to Grosso's winning run, as
he eliminated both from the doubleelimination tournament. Grosso
knocked teammate Mike Ryan into
the loser's bracket, where Ryan
was eventually eliminated.
"I was particularly
nervous about playing against
Mike," Grosso said, while leaning
against a table in the game room.
"He plays pool like it's a chess

Bobby Grosso takes a break.
match and never gives up."
Grosso started shooting
pool about three years ago in his
parents' pool hall, Felt Forum, in
Fairfield. He worked at the hall
and saw it as part of his job to get
good. He continues to practice at
halls in Fairfield and in the
University game room, where he
won both the eight and nine-ball
tournaments last semester. These
wins qualified him for the trip to
Boston.
He has been described as
going into a sort of "zone" when he
plays. This happens in other sports
as well, where a competitor
concentrates so hard on the activity
at hand, that nothing else matters.
"Bobby isn't conscious of
anything else during matches," said
Brian Rosa, who also earned the
trip to Boston. "It's just him and
the balls. Sometimes he gets so
involved that he talks to himself,
giving advice to the balls."
It seems that he gives
himself good advice.
In the regionals, Grosso
came from behind to win. He

photo: K. Guterl

reached the finals through the
loser's bracket, and faced the same
University of Connecticut student
who had beaten him 4-1 earlier.
This time, Grosso simply put too
many balls in the hole for his
opponent to overcome, winning 54, 5-0 in the finals.
"The whole trip was fun,"
he said. "I just couldn't believe
that I got into the finals and won.
There were no easy matches in the
tournament."
It's still too early to
prepare for the nationals, but when
the time comes, Grosso plans to
practice three to four times a week
against opponents who are better
than him. Otherthan practicing for
the nationals, pool is just a hobby
for him, nothing more.
"Pool has just been
something that I've done well," he
said. "That's why I play it."
When you look at pool, a
complicated game of mental and
physical skill, through the eyes of
Bobby Grosso, he makes it seem
easy: have fun, and put the ball in
the hole.

The new theater club on
campus this year is different from
the other theater groups because
none of the performers are
Fairfield University students. The
actors and actresses are the
children of St. Charles Parish in
Bridgeport.
The club is called Wish
from the song "Wish upon a Star,"
the theme song of "Pinocchio,"
which the group produced last
year.
Wish puts on one
performance each semester. 60
children and 35 Fairfield students
are involved in this semester's
production of It's a Small World,"
described as a Disney Spectacular.
"It's a Small World" will
be showing April 23 in the
Gonzaga Auditorium and April
24 in the McGivney Center in
Bridgeport.
April 23 is also the
Hunger Clean-Up in Bridgeport.
Fairfield students will be involved
in service projects in Bridgeport
that day and any student involved
in the Hunger Clean-Up will be
admitted to "It's A Small World"
for free.
Roseann Ponticello '93
and Rich Pereira '94 began the
project last year as a floor program
in Claver. This year, Pereira took
over as president and producer.
Pereira has a position on the
Campus Ministry Council and
Wish comes under Campus
Ministry, just as soup kitchen
volunteering does. Wish was
made into a club with the help of
a budget supplied by IRHG, Dean
Gwen Vendley, FUSA and
Campus Ministry.
Ponticello and Pereira
began the program to get students
involved with the children of
Bridgeport. "We wanted to
provide service to the children of
Bridgeport," said Pereira. "Most
of the world is pushing down on
these kids, and we want to lift

them up."

Rich Pereira
and Eileen Harmon '95 are the
head administrators of Wish. They
handle the budget and promote
the plays.
The executive board of
the club heads up all aspects of
the production. The board consists
of producer Rich Pereira '94,
assistant producers Eileen
Harmon '95 and Pat Parchesky
'95, publicist Robyn Beilen '95,
recruiter Erin Moore '95, stage
manager Steve Xeller '96 and
directors Jen Mongillo '96 and
Rachel Rowley '96. The other
Fairfield students are in charge of
choreographing, costumes, and
sets and teaching the children their
numbers. "It's probably one of
the most rewarding things I've
ever done," said volunteer Eileen
Harmon.
The members of Wish
are now busy building a travelling
stage for their upcoming
performance. All of the lumber
and materials were donated by
the Bridgeport Lumber Company.
Wish is also looking into
revamping the McGivney Center,
which is need of a sound system,
lighting and a new stage. The
proposed restoration would cost
$150,000. Members of the
executive board have met with
Fairfield
University
Administrators about finding
sponsors for the program and are
now waiting for the McGivney
Foundation to make their final
financial commmittment.
"I'd like to see it go up
by the time I graduate," said
Harmon.
Pereira and Harmon see
Wish as necessary for the children
of St. Charles Parish.
"There's so much that
needs to be done and can be done,"
says Harmon, "that we must try to
make a difference. I firmly believe
in the strength of this project. It's
a good way for Fairfield students
to become involved in the
community."

Writing Center hours
Slielagh Scollin
StaffWriter
The Writing Center, located in Donnarumma 225, is
expanding its hours of operation as well as introducing two new
sites — Nyseiius Library and Claver Hail— where students can
receive writing advice.
Mondays:

12-1 Writing Center."
7-8 Claver 1 Lounge

Tuesdays:

2-3 Writing Center
7-8 Claver 1 Lounge

Thursdays:

4-5 Library*

Fridays: 2-3 Library*
Students may also make appointments in Donnarumma
130. Walk-ins are also possible.
* Ask for assistance.at the Reference Desk.
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Network
Don't get caught with
your pants down
Eric Araya
Contributing Writer

In today's competitive job market, the buzzword of the
movement seems to be NETWORKING. As many senior students are
finding out, creating a vast, diversified network is an extremely
valuable resource in their job search and career development efforts.
One of the many advantages in building an effective network is
uncovering important job leads, thus making one's job exploration
more efficient and better organized. A well planned strategy could then
be employed to improve the chances of opening up several different
opportunities.
"So, what exactly is a network and how can I make it work for
me?," you ask. Well, to put it simply, think of each and every person
you know, then think of all the people those people know and you have
the early makings of a preliminary network. Actually, there's a little
more to it than that. At the most basic level, that is, the individual level,
your network consists of those people which make up your interpersonal
environment. In other words, these are people you interact with on an
everyday basis. This group includes family, friends, peers, coworkers,
teachers, administrators, and even local businesses. Recognizing these
important links will initiate your networking process. A network can

Jennifer Panaro
Staff Writer

Have you ever not been
aware of an event here at Fairfield
until it was too late or had already
happened? Or how about having
been told your advertisement for
something was not suitable to be
placed on one of the bulletin boards
around campus? Many of us have
come across the difficulties having
to do with publicity and advertising
at Fairfield. Well, Coleen Campbell
'94 has changed all of this and has
found a solution that will hopefully
increase student awareness of
activities here on campus.
'We plan to have three,
three-sided keystones (corkboards)
built in and put in three main parts
of campus where students can
advertise freely," said Coleen.
Coleen did research,
which included looking into other
campuses' keystones and seeing
how they increased publicity.
Coleen is the current Executive
Vice President of FUSA and
oversees the publicity and
advertising, taking part in the
correspondence needed. She has
worked on many of her own
projects and with the help of Renee
Ladasky, has increased the
publicity at Fairfield a great deal.
"We are always looking
for things that need work and then
try to improve them," said Coleen.
Coleen became involved
in FUSA her freshman year when
she and her roommate received
letters from FUSA to get involved
and become part of the sub-cabinet
of the Counsel of the Class of 1994
where she worked on the
newspaper staff. She continued
with FUSA and her junior year she
was the Class of 1994
Representative, and then this year,
named to the Vice Presidential

position, where she still remains.
Coleen feels that they
have brought Publicity at Fairfield
to a new level. "I hope to see the
publicity increase even more in
future years."
Beyond FUSA Coleen
has also done a great deal both on
and off campus. She was an usher
and is now a Eucharistic Minister.
She is a member of the Senior
Giving Committee which raises
funds from seniors.
Seniors who pledge are
given the option of specifying the
area of the school that they want
their donation to go to. "Thisallows
the class to pay for funding whether
it is athletic, arts, drama, financial
aid, etc." said Coleen.
She was also a statistics
teaching intern, was a teacher's
aide in a Bridgeport Elementary

school and is now doing a
marketing internship at the Quick
Center. Coleen is the first intern
from the psychology department
that the Quick Center has had. She
does advertising for them and also
does a great deal of research for
them to discover what things will
entertain and interest different
types of audiences.
Coleen has definitely
been a key factor in some of the
changes this University has
endured in the last three to four
years involving FUSA. Next year
when Coleen is out in the real
world, she will miss the usual
friends and fun here at Fairfield
but she said, "I will also miss FUSA
because I have spent so much of
my time with it and FUSA has
become the most influential part of
my life here at Fairfield."

Students propose lecture changes

include those resources found within one's community (e.g., law
firms, medical offices, interest groups). Networks also exist in the
structure of formal organizations in the form of personnel departments,
training offices, and professional associations. Differentiating between
these levels only makes your network more specific to your immediate
needs.
Networking is a limitless, on-going process. Once a strategy
is finalized and the proper connections are identified, initiating relations
with these individuals is the next logical step. Keep in mind that the
networking process involves direct interaction. To acquire informational
interviews, key referrals, or simple words of advice from the people
you know, you must identify your own network then link it to the
networks of others. So, you see that the possibilities a network can
provide are tremendous.
Networking is only a piece in the larger puzzle of career
planning. Effective networking is based upon research, self assessment
of skills, setting an objective, and resume and cover letter writing. The
best approach to networking is having a positive attitude to your search
and to conduct yourself in a professional and mature manner.
To learn more about Networking and the other aspects of the
Job Search, visit the Career planning Center, located in Dolan Hall.
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Jennifer Hillgen
Vanessa (a valiant
Chris Segall
Katherine Mezick
Contributing Writers

Are you frustrated by uninteresting lectures?
Are there lecturers that you wish would come to Fairfield?
Here's your chance to express yourself. We are working
on a group project for a class that will address these very
issues, hopefully bringing about changes in the University
lecture series.
Our goals are to promote better student
awareness of current lectures, plus give students a voice
to express what lecturers would interest them. We feel
that lectures should combine two elements, education,
but also interest. This semester, we are concentrating on
promoting scheduled lectures, but for next semester we
look to get more varied and interesting lecturers to speak
on campus.
In the next couple of weeks, our group will be
.

conducting a survey around campus to find out
what the student body feels about our ideas, and to
get ideas from them. We will be concentrating on
the library and the dorms, so don't be shy. If you
have an idea for adding to the existing lecture
series, be on the look out for group members who
will be conducting the survey in person.
s

Young Moses takes a bath
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The Global Leader

KPMG Peat Marwick
is pleased to
announce and welcome
the following
Class of 1994 graduates o
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY

who will be joining the firm

!(l »1

SUMMER JOBS AND INTERNSHIPS

CPC Workshops
and Programs

HOW TO CHOOSE A MAJOR WORKSHOP - Are you confused about what
major to choose? This workshop is designed to help ask you the right questions and
weigh the facts so that you can make the right decision
Thursday, Mar. 31, 1:10 p.m. in the CPC

Coca Cola Bottling - Stamford
Assist with all aspects of retail promotion for the World Cup '94.
Heavy emphasis on sales and sports marketing. Requires
traveling (need a car), and weekend work. Resumes due in the
CPC Friday, April 4.

NCR, An AT&T Company
Provide market research, analysis and field sales activities.
RESUME WORKSHOP - A resume summarizes your goals and experiences.
These workshops will help you learn how to professionally present your background in
a way that attracts an employer's attention. Content, style, purpose and the "how to's"
for creating an impressive lesume and cover letter will be addressed.
Thurs., Mar. 31, 3:10 p.m. In CPC _& Wed., April 6, 3:10 p.m. in CPC

PEOPLE HELPING PEOPLE - A program designed to give students interested in a
career in human services the opportunity to speak with professionals in these fields
about the challenges and rewards of their career choices. Ask questions, seek
information about opportunities in the "helping professions."
Monday, April 11, 6:30 p.m. In the CPC

•Career Assistant applications are currently available in the Career
Planning Center.

•Seniors: Resume Referral—Fill out a blue sheet specifying which areas
you're interested In along with a copy of your resume for each area.
PLEASE REMOVE OBJECTIVE

Coldwell Banker Relocation - Norwalk Accounting Assistant

Financial Design & Management - Southport
Provide maintenance of investment portfolios

Golf Digest - Trumbull
Editorial and research positions.

Environmental Data Resources - Southport
Research and Production Assistants

Save the Children - Westport
Internships are available in Program Development, Finance,
Program Operations and Global Marketing.
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Meet the Violent Femmes
he was the old man of the group
- at the time, he was already in his
mid-twenties. We also knew Guy
back in those days, he was part of
our small music scene in
Milwaukee during the so-called
New Age era. We've made it
thirteen years, that seems longer
than any marriage. We had the
recent trauma of losing our
original drummer, but that's no
big deal.

Erin Smith
Joanne Hanlon
StaffWriters
"Leave your keys in the
car and don't lock the doors," the
grinning old man told us as we
arrived at the Concord. The
auditorium was directly ahead of
the entrance into the huge resort.
We could hear music coming from
behind the doors and walked into
the auditorium eager and hopeful.
It was seven hours before the show
and time for sound checks. Tom,
the soundboard technician
laughed when we asked about an
interview then directed us to the
stage and to Kaleb, the band's
musical engineer. The auditorium
had seats that fit no more than
2,000 people.
"Excuse me, could you
tell us who Kaleb is?" we asked
the man who had just walked off
the stage.
"I think he's wearing
green - what do you want Kaleb
for?"
"We wanted to ask about
interviewing the band.," we told
him.
"Well," he responded,
"why don't you ask me. if you
want to interview me."
We
exchanged
introductions and discovered that
this man was Brian Ritchie, the
bassist and vocalist for the Violent
Femmes.
"We still have to do some
sound checks. Why don't you
come back at 5:00."
We returned promptly
while sound checks were still
going on. A few minutes went by
when Brian walked over to us,
and the interview began...

Guy Hoffman and Brian Ritchie of the Violent Femmes.
going to be doing a show with her
That's the reason for the absence
pretty soon so that's when I'll
of that song. From that album I
probably hear it.
think we put on "American
Music" and "Out the Window,"
What about Ethan Hawke in
right?
Reality Bites?
Yep! What's your personal
Yeah, I heard that he does a
favorite?
version of "Add It Up" in the
movie. But, I haven't seen it . .
Well, we've got a new album
actually, we wrote a new song for
coming out in May that I'm pretty
him but he said that he didn't
excited about. It's a cliche that
think that he could sing the new
the musician always says that the
one.
newest one is the best one. I really
think that this one is probably the
Do you have any strange
closest to my personal taste.
habits?
Which of the old ones is your
A habit that people would
favorite?
probably find strange is that we
all enjoy cigar smoking and
Our favorite probably is
golfing. People don't associate
Hallowed Ground, which is also
either one of those things with
the worst-selling record we've
rock musicians. There are others,
ever made. So, it just goes to
but I'd have to know you better
show we don't know what the
before I could talk about them.
public needs.

Have you ever played here
before?

Do you try to cater to the
public?

What's kept the band together
for so long?

No, we've never played here or
any other resorts in this area. We
have played in Vegas, though that's the closest thing to this. . .
but, Vegas is a little more glitzy
than this.

No, not very much. I mean, we
just do what we like and we hope
that people like that music as
well will find us. It's a struggle to
get air play, get on TV, so that
people will know about you. It's
not like a little bird is going to tell
them to go see you or to buy your
record.

The first thing would be the love
of music and playing the music.
We have nice fans - we have a big
following and that's not easy to
come by. We've all been in a lot
of bands and this is the only one
that ever was successful. It's not
easy to find an audience - it's
taken us a long time and so I give
a lot of credit to our fans. If they
didn't exist, we probably
wouldn't have much reason to
either.

Was the transition between
drummers difficult?
No, Guy fit in right away. We
knew that he would fit in because
he was a friend of ours and also
had been following the band. He
understands the kind of music
that we're trying to do and he's a
good drummer and a good singer.
Everything that we needed, he
was right there for the plucking.
Politics?
Clinton and Gore. I voted for
them but I wish I hadn't because
now my taxes are going up so
much. Finally I'm making money
like a Republican and paying
taxes like a Democrat. But back
when I was poor, taxation was
low. It just goes to show there's
no justice in life.
Do you have any favorite
albums or songs that are not
your own?
I just got into the Beatles. I always
knew about them, of course, but
I've been really listening to them
a lot lately ... in particular,
Rubber Soul and Revolver.
How about musical influences?

How come "Nonny Nonny" isn't
on the compilation disc?.
Well, we had to leave off a lot of
things that we liked personally
and that the band liked because
there's only seventy minutes on a
CD and we wanted to add a lot of
previously unreleased things so
people wouldn't feel like they
were just getting the same material
over and over again. We had to
omit a lot of good songs like that.

Rob Esposito
Contributing Writer

What do you think of the
Juliana Hatfield son "My
Sister?" Have you heard it? Do
you like it?

We like the Stones, we like Lou
Reed. We like a lot of jazz music
and country music.
Would you guys play at
Fairfield?
Sure, tell them to call our booking
agent.
We bid farewell to Brian
and proceeded to explore the
Concord resort. While making
our way up to the pricey dining
hall, we bumped in Brian and
Guy Gordon, the lead vocalist
and guitarist for the group, just
coming from their meal. Though
the two were going on stage soon,
they appeared relaxed and eager
to skate. Ice-skate? An hour
before
the
show?
We
enthusiastically accepted their
invitation. After about a half an
hour of skating in a circle, we all
were ready for the show.
The excited fans roared
as the band opened with "Out the
Window," followed by "Blister
in the Sun" and then "Hey Nonny
Nonny." The energy both on stage
and off was high and we were
immediately consumed by the
enthusiastic crowd. The band
played both old and new material,
the older songs such as "Add It
Up" and "Good Feeling" being
warmly received. The set ended
two hours later with "Add It Up"
and, after taking in the applause
of the crowd, came back onstage
and played "Kiss Off as an
encore. Although the music had
stopped, the adrenaline rush
shared by the crowd had not. Tired
and sore, we returned to our room.
The show had ended, but our night
with the Violent Femmes had
just begun ...
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How did you get together?
I'm embarrassed to admit that I
haven't heard her song! I have
read the lyrics where she mentions
us and I think it's very kind of her
to mention us in a song. We're

We just sort of bumped into each
other. Gordon was still in high
school -1 was out of high school.
Our original drummer, Victor,

^^^^^p^^^ #f
Members of the Violent Femmes prepare to ice skate.

Witness a murder!

Have you seen the fluorescent guns around campus or the "Have You Ever Witnessed a Murder" signs and wondered what the hell it is all about? Perhaps you thought is
was an NRA attempt to legalize the sale of firearms on campus. Or, maybe it's a personal attack on A.P. Kelley. Or, even a bitter student rebelling aginst REGISTRATION! Well,
wonder no more. There are just hints of the heinous crime that will be committed on April 7 at 7:00 pin in our very own Oak Room. There will be a murder. The perpetrator is planning
the evil deed even as you read this. Dare you to see it?
This crime, committed before your very eyes, must not go unsolved. The guests of the evening (this means you) will be called upon to help figure out who done it. Your five
dollar ticket will cover food and drink. The lucky person who figures out the crime will receive a prize.
Yes, that's right, the cast of Hark the Improv Angels Sing! is back to present you FAIDRA's very own Murder Mystery. Tickets will be available in the Campus Center
tailing April 4 during lunch and dinner, as well as at the door the night of the performance. Don't miss it!
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Naked Gun 33 1/3 Crash Test Dummies' new release
Mark Fusco
Staff Writer
The Zuckers are back
with another installment in the
'"Naked Gun" series. Naked Gun
33 1/
nee again stars Leslie
Nielsen as Lieutenant Frank
Drebin of Police Squad. This time
around, he has married his love
interest from the first two features,
Jane Spencer, played by Priscilla
Presley. The rest of the cast is still
together; there's O.J. Simpson as
Nordberg as well as George
Kennedy appearing again as
Drebin's partner, Ed. Drebin finds
out about a conspiracy to plant a
bomb at the Academy Awards
ceremony while he is undercover
in prison. Drebin escapes from
prison with the bomber and soon
becomes accepted into the
bomber's "gang," consisting of
his incredibly nasty mother as
well as his girlfriend played by
none other than supermodel Anna
Nicole Smith. Under the guise of
Phil Donohue, Drebin gets into

Theatres Around the
Area
Trumbull
Cinemas
374-0462

Crown

Milford Showcase
878-5600
Fairfield Community
255-6555
Westport Fine Arts
227-3324
Bridgeport Showcase
339-7171

the awards ceremony and, once
again, saves the day after making a
mockery of the ceremony in the
same goofy way that he made a
mockery of the Angels baseball
game in the first Naked Gun.
Naked Gun 33 1/3 is
entertaining, but it just doesn't have
the same punch as the other Naked
Guns or other Zucker projects like
the hilariously funny Airplane. It
seems like this movie relies on
getting laughs more from dialogue
than the spectacular visual gags
that these movies are famous for.
Aside from a couple of stabs at the
Untouchables and The Crying
Game. Naked Gun 33 1/3 is lacking
in the movie satires that are seen in
other Zucker-Abrams-Zucker
Productions such as Hot Shots.
Although Naked Gun 33 1/3 does
fall flat in many places, it still has
its very funny scenes; there's just a
lot less of them than usual. If you
see this movie, you'll surely agree
with me — just don't call me
Shirley.

-

John Piszko
Staff Writer

For the past few weeks,
MTV and mainstream radio have
been playing bits and pieces of
the third release from the Crash
Test Dummies, GodShuffledHis
Feet. This is the first real
commercial success that the
group has had in its career. My
first opinion of them was poor. I
felt that the vocals and lyrics were
stupid and that the Crash Test
Dummies were a complete waste
of time.

"Afternoons and Coffeespoons"
and "MMM MMM MMM MMM"
(the first single and video from this
album) are good and start the CD
on a positive note. However, as the
album progressed, Roberts' voice
became annoying and I became
sick of the sound of the Crash Test
Dummies. The band does deserve
credit though, for making the album
sound extremely upbeat.
Crash Test Dummies
seem to be a group that you will
either love or hate. Therefore, if
you are willing to take a gamble,
they may be enjoyable.

The Paper, an unpredictable comedy
Melissa Masikiewicz
Staff Writer
Randy Quaid plays a
columnist who is hiding from the
city employee he recently bashed.
Glenn Close is a managing editor
struggling financially and trying
to extinguish an extramarital
affair. Robert Duvall plays an
editor who wants to reconcile
with his daughter, the District
Attorney. Marisa Tomei is a
reporter on maternity leave who
is worried that her career is
finished now that she's starting a
family. And these are just the
sub-plots.

The main storyline in
The Paper revolves around the
murder of two foreign
businessmen in New York. A
quick arrest is made of the .two
black teenagers seen running from
the murder site. But the audience
knows from the beginning that
their only crime was being in the
wrong place at the wrong time.
Henry Hackett (Michael Keaton)
knows too, except he only has a
few hours to get the necessary
evidence to prove it. If he doesn't
have the story before his deadline,
the paper will print the news of
the arrests with the headline,
"Gotcha!" Even if the correct

LSAT PREP

CALL THE HOPELINE 1 -800-203-HOPE
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
CONFIDENTLY
ALL WELCOME
Honest Explanation of All Facts
Full Discussion of All Options
"A Friend You Can Talk To!"

If you've fallen prey to any
competitors' BOGUS SCORE
CLAIMSYou Should Know:
l£AT success is 20% inspiration- The 40 inspiring
hours that you spend with a credentialed Kaplan Trained
LSAT instructor
and 80% Perspiration—The unlimited hours available in
the ON CAMPUS KAPLAN LSAT STUDY LAB,
where you'll find every LSAT question ever asked

If you've made a mistake??
If you'd like your money back from any
competitor, WELL GIVE IT TO YOU!*
Refunds will be credited towards Kaplan's superior LSAT course.

story were printed the following
day, it would be too late to save
the names of the two teens. So
Henry must get his story before
the paper goes to press.
Because the movie has
so many subplots, the characters
are never fully developed, and
some very established actors are
left in the background. But the
variety of storylines keeps the
audience interested in finding out
what is going to happen next.
The Paper combines comedy,
drama, and romance to make a
movie which shouldn't be passed
up.

PREGNANT?

WELL GIVE YOU YOUR
MONEY BACK

Classes begin April 6
Fairfield Cinema
339-7151

However, I decided to
give the group a chance and to
listen to the entire CD. I was at first
pleasantly surprised. The Crash
Test Dummies' sound is different
from any other group's. Most of
this is due to the unique voice of
lead singer Brad Roberts. Though
it is unclear whether or not Roberts'
voice belongs in this type of music,
it is very original and lends a sense
of individuality to the band which
is the one characteristic that defines
the band.
The first three songs on
the CD, "God Shuffled His Feet,"
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(1-800-203-4673)
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p HOPELINE
WOMEN'S
CENTER
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Hansen's
Flower Shop
And Greenhouses, Inc.
345 Reef Road
Fairfield, Connecticut 06430
255-0461

Call 1-800-735-PREP KAPLAN
How is STUDENT
SERVICES. Inc.

Different from a
Financial Aid Office?

Every Student Is ELIGIBLE for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Family Income
| SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS and LOANS |

CALL Toll-FREE 24 Hours for a Brochure:

1-800-457-0089 EXI. 024
RESULTS GUARANTEED! STUDENT SERVICES, Inc. has a databank
S of over 180,000 listings for scholarships, fellowships, grants and
loans, representing BILLIONS of dollars in private sector funding.
\X/e can provide you with a list of funding sources most appropriate to your background and educational goals.
Student Services. Inc. 6124 North Milwaukee Avenue • Chicago, II 60646

STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
specializes in private
sector funding from
corporations, memorials,
trusts, foundations,
religious groups, and
many other philanthropic
organizations.
As state and federal
funding sources continue
to face serious cutbacks,
private sector funding is
expected to grow even
faster than in the past.
STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
has current, up-to-date
information that provides
an intelligent alternative
to traditional state and
federal funding sources;
at the very least, they
represent a significant
supplement to
government funding.

<&%&&>

CMILLVBDVR
1484 Pott R4 Fairfidd 255-5517
T-SHIRTS, TAPESTRIES, TIE-DYES, STICKERS,
POSTERS, INCENSE, SWEATERS, SWEATSHIRTS,
JEWELRY ... AND MUCH MORE!!!
... we are now an official ticket
outlet serving the tri-state area!

... and remember, we also do CUSTOM
SILKSCREENJNG for your team, club, event etc.
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Arts and Entertainment

Talk - Yes returns to an
80's formula
Jeff Preston
Staff Writer
For their 1994 effort
Talk. Yes used the musicians that
produced 90125 (1983) and Big
Generator 1987), which were their
two most commercially successful
albums. This line-up consists of
Jon Anderson (lead vocals),
Trevor Rabin (guitars, keyboards
and vocals), Chris Squire (bass
guitar and vocals), Tony Kaye
(Hammond organ) and Alan
White(drums.) Trevor Rabin
produced the album as well.
The first single off the
album, "The Calling," has already
experienced steady air play on the
major rock stations in this area.
Trevor Rabin's squeaky sitarsounding guitar carries the main
chord progressions while Jon
Anderson, Chris Squire and Rabin
team up with powerful harmonies.
In the past, many Yes songs were
looked over in the pop music scene
because of their complexity. The
mainstream audience doesn't want
to hear a song played in the 7/8's
time anymore. Songs with
complicated time signatures create
too much stress on most brains
and can't be danced to. Today's
pop audience (and yesterday's,
for that matter) wants a beat they
can "snap"to. "bop"to or
..
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"mosh"to. Although "The
Calling" does contain some
complicated parts, the song's pop
potential is not smothers. This
tune , along with "I Am Waiting"
and "Walls" has the highest
potential for massive air play.
"I Am Waiting" is a
showcase for the album's creator
and main influence, Trevor Rabin.
You can hear echoes of his
fantastic solo album Can't Look
Away( 1987) throughout this song!
However, one feels the absence
of Steve Howe, Rabin's
predecessor. Howe's signature
complex licks are blaringly absent
against the backdrop of light
keyboards and uneventful
drumming.
The absence of former
Yes drummer Bill Bruford is also
felt. Alan White, like Trevor
Rabin, is more in tune with what
popular music demands in the
1990's. Bruford's and Howe's
traditional complexity will be
sorely missed by old-time Yes
fans but will not be missed by fans
of the band's more recent work.
"Walls" is a great
example of how Trevor Rabin's
lyrics make more sense than Jon
Anderson's. Jon seems to sing of
abstract ideas in a stream of
consciousness style ("Feel the
calling of a miracle/In the presence

--■•..'■
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Material Issue can't
find their niche

of the word," from "The Calling")
Trevor's verses convey more
concrete ideas and themes (such a;
"Can you give me love anc
protection to shield my heart?'
from "Walls"). Trevor, unlike Jon
writes and sings in complete
sentences and complete thoughts
"Walls " is also under five minutes
which is also more in tune with
what people want to hear. The day?
of the ten minute classic, such a;
Springsteen's Thunderoad anc
Xanadu, by Rush are over, and foi
the most part, Talk seems to realize
that.
The new album contain;
the sinister repetitive eight minute
forty-nine second road to nowhere
called "Real Love" and the equall}
dismal title track "Talk," which
runs for close to twelve minutes!
Not only is the music tedious, bui
the lyrics are of the typical
enigmatic Anderson Stock. If yoi
can figure out what the lyrics tc
either of these songs mean oi
represent you should be given three
credits towards graduation.
Talk represents a returr
to the heavy sounds of their 1980' s
material. To the mainstream pop
audience, the album presents a few
decent tunes, including the ballac
"Walls." The die-hard Yes fans
will have to listen to the album i
few hundred times before they gel
any real appreciation for it.

Laura White
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Remember Material Issue? Back in 1991, their debut album
International Pop Overthrow produced two top 5 hits, "Valerie Loves
Me," and "Diane." However, despite endless touring, their sophomore
effort, Destination Universe didn't meet with the same success and
Material Issue seemed destined to be forgotten in the one-hit-wonder
discount bin.
Fighting to overcome this fate, Material Issue pulled out all
stops for their new album, Freak City Soundtrack. In addition to band
members Jim Elliston (guitar and vocals), Ted Ansani (bass), and
Mike Zelenko (drums), Rick Nielson of Cheap Trick and Gilby Clark
of Guns N' Roses have been recruited to add more guitar strength to
the album and make it more radio-friendly. They also got Mike
Chapman, who has worked with Blondie and the Knack to produce
the album.
The influence of this borrowed talent is clear- songs like
"Very Good Thing" and "I Could Use You" sound like songs that
should be performed by Cheap Trick (possibly due to Nielson's
guitar solos on both). This attempt at more "traditional" rock n' roll
continues on "She's Going Through My Head" and "Help Me Land."
While this brand of guitar-heavy rock works well for many other
bands, it sounds strange being played by a band that were the darlings
of WDRE two summers ago. Elliston's voice just isn't strong enough
to carry songs like "Funny Feeling" and "One Simple Word" - the
guitars drown him out and he ends up shrieking lyrics like "I get a
funny feeling/ whenever I'm with you/1 always end up dreaming/1
don't know what I should so" at the top of his lungs. For songs like
these, the band should have borrowed a singer instead of guitarists.
The album does have a few good songs. The three strongest
tracks are "Going Through Your Purse," "Kim the Waitress," and
"Ordinary Girl." These three songs sound more mellow, melodic
Replacements' songs. "Kim the Waitress" is the album's strongest
song and its first single. While these three songs are radio-friendly,
they do have a rough, indie-rock edge to them that makes them stand
out from the rest of the album.
Don't buy this album.
Material Issue seems to be
going through an identity crisis
and they can't seem to decide
what type of music they want to
play. This album is a product of
that crisis. If you'd like to hear
an energetic, funny, album with
stripped down, jangly guitars,
get a copy of International Pop
Overthrow and a copy of the
"Kim the Waitress" single. Then
keep your fingers crossed that
the band that came up with songs
like "Valerie Loves Me" and
"Going Through Your Purse"
comes out of their identity crisis.
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Lacrosse grapples to 1-2 start
Peter Mooney
Staff Writer
The Fairfield Lacrosse team put forth a strong
effort last Saturday, but came up short in its bid against
Hartford. The 11-8 defeat dropped the Stags to 1-2 this
season. Fairfield goalie freshman Sam Peterson performed
impressively against the experienced visiting team. Among
the scorers for the Stags were attackmen Devin Laden and
Sean Conroy.
The team's only win came in its last game on
March 6th, when they beat Radford, 13-7. Brian Harvey
scored the game winning goal. Among others, Tim Zaino,
Mike Ahmuty and Laden scored also. Peterson had a great
game in goal as well.
In the season opener, Coach Tim McClelland's
Stags were overpowered by Loyola of Maryland. The
lopsided outcome against the number 3 Division One team
in the country adequately explains the crushing final score
of 18-1. Laden scored Fairfield's only goal.
The Stags' next game is at home against Marist on
Saturday afternoon. The team will then play those bright
boys form Lafayette next Wednesday, a contest which will
also be played at Fairfield.

TAKE NOTE OF STAG STATS:
Through the first three games of the season, goalie
Sam Peterson has accumulated 74 saves for a .673 save
percentage, while in net the entire length of each game The
team has had noticeable trouble in the first period, being
outscored 12-5 and outshot 45-21 Laden and Zaino are
tied for the team lead in goals with six apiece, while Laden
is leading in scoring with eight points This is Fairfield's
second season of play since being elevated to the Division
One level of competition
Ex-Stag Lacrosse star Dan
Wilmer was seen walking the streets of New York last week.

Senior Mike Paradise has been one of the main contributors to coach Tim McClelland's defensive scheme in
the first three lacrosse games this year.
photo: Kevin Wolfthal
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STAG .
SCOREBOARD
Men's Lacrosse (1-2)

3/19

Stag Results:
3/19
Cncld. vs VILLANOVA
3/26
Hartford 11, FAIR 8

3/20
3/22
3/23
3/24
3/26

Stag Schedule:
4/2
MARIST, 2:00
4/6
LAFAYETTE, 4:00
4/9
V.M.I., 1:00

Women's Tennis (1-5)
Lady Stag Results:
3/14
at Point Loma 9, FAIR 0
3/15
at Claremont 8, FAIR 1
3/17
at Long Beach 9, FAIR 0
3/18
vs. Skidmore 5, FAIR 4
3/25
Lafayette 6, FAIR 3
Lady Stag Schedule:
3/30
FORDHAM, 3:00
4/7
at U.Mass, 3:00
4/8
at U.R.I., 3:00
4/13
ARMY, 3:00

3/27
3/29

at Navy 5, FAIR 3
at Navy 8, FAIR 2
Cncld. at Farleigh Dknsn.
Cncld. vs PACE
Cncld. vs YALE
at LIU 4, FAIR 2
FAIR 2, Iona 1
Iona 5, FAIR 1
Cncld. vs IONA
Cncld. vs CENTRAL CT

Stag Schedule:
3/31
at U.Conn., 3:00
4/2
at St.Peters (2), 12:00
4/4
at St.Peters, 12:00
4/5
at Central CT, 3:00
4/7
at Pace, 3:00
4/9
MANHATTAN (2), 12:00
4/10
MANHATTAN, 12:00
4/13
PROVIDENCE, 3:30
4/14
at URI, 3:30

Softball: Overall: (2-10)
MAAC South: (0-0)
Lady Stag Results:

Men's Tennis (0-0)
Stag Schedule:
3/29
Cncld. vs Fordham
Stag Schedule:
3/30
at Marist, 3:30
4/5
U.CONN, 3:00
4/6
HARTFORD, 3:30
4/9
SIENA, 1:00
4/12
at Conn.College, 3:30

Baseball: Overall: (3-11)
MAAC South: <M)

Stag Results:
3/13
FAIR 10, atGuilford7
3/14
at UNC Grnsbr 10, FAIR 5
3/15
at Duke 10, FAIR 1
3/16
FAIR 13, at UNC A&T 4
3/17
at UMBC 11, FAIR 9
3/17
at UNC Wlmgtn 8, FAIR 6

@ Fort Myers, Florida:
3/12
B.U. 7, FAIR0
B.U. 14, FAIR 5
3/13
Butler 7, FAIR 3
New Haven 3, FAIR 2
3/14
U.R.I. 5, FAIR 3
Butler 7, FAIR 2
3/16
Marist 6, FAIR 1
FAIR 6, Dartmouth 0
3/17
North Dakota 3, FAIR 0
Marist 9, FAIR 8
3/19
FAIR 6, Seton Hall 2
Vermont 12, FAIR 0
3/22
Cncld. at Army (2)
3/27
Cncld. vs SIENA (2)
Lady Stag Schedule:
3/31.
at Iona (2), 2:30
4/6
ST.JOHN'S (2), 3:00
4/9
at Canisius (2), 1:00
4/10
at Niagara (2), 11:00
4/13
at Brown (2), 3:30
4/14
CENTRAL CT (2), 3:00

Don't miss the debut
of Dan Martin as
Sports Editor in
April 14thfs Mirror!

PREGNANT ?
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Perfect weather,
imperfect results
Kevin King
Staff Writer
The women's tennis team
opened up their on-campus home
season against Lafayette on a perfect
spring day last Saturday.
Unfortunately for the Lady Stags, it
was not a perfect match, as they fell
to the visitors 9-0 . Although he
was disappointed by the loss, the
squad's head coach Jim Giachino
was not surprised his team had
trouble with Lafayette.
"Everyone played a really
good match," said Coach Giachino.
"We're just playing better teams."
Lafayette proved to be a better team,
always keeping just one ball ahead
of Fairfield.
Over spring break, the
team had its California dreams
shattered, losing all four matches
on the West coast. Fairfield fell 90 to Point Loma, 8-1 to ClaremontMcKenna, 9-0 to Long Beach State,
and 5-4 to Skidmore over the sixday road trip.
The tough spring schedule
is designed to challenge the team in
order to prepare them for what will
certainly be a difficult MAAC
season this fall, as they try for their
third conference title.
The competition may be
stiff, but the women's tennis team
continues to strive for perfection.
The Ladies hosted Fordham
yesterday (after press time), and
then will hit the road for games at
U. Mass. on April 7, and at URI in
Kingston, Rhode Island on April 8.

Melissa Gassier has been one of the bright spots for coach Jim
Giachino's women's tennis team through their current five-match
losing streak.
photo: file

Baseball bounces back
(Continued from Pg. 20)
outhitting its opponents, but as Slosar said, "We aren't coming through with the big play
offensively." The Stags have been outscored by 19 runs this season, despite getting eight more hits.
The aspect that Slosar is most upset about is the number of strikeouts the team has. "We need to
cut down on them to keep rallies going, we've got to improve there," he said. Centerfielder Mike
Pike and right fielder Matt Drury have both been hitting very well. Pike leads the team with three
homers and nine RBI's, while Drury leads with a .351 batting average.
Slosar also cited the defense as a cause for concern after 11 games. "The unearned runs
we are giving up are really hurting us. We could be 6-5 now if we had fielded better," he explained.
The Stags played excellent defense in the win over Iona, which Slosar said was a first for this year.
"We have yet to have a complete performance, offensive and defensive," he said.
On the positive side, freshman pitcher Jarrod Jackette won Fairfield's season opener
against Guilford (NC) in his first collegiate start, while third baseman Kevin Guinan drove in five
runs. Petraia picked up a victory against North Carolina A&T, with Wise knocking in the winning
run.
"It's only 11 games into the season, so there is still plenty of time left," said Slosar. "The
team has a lot of new faces and is learning from its mistakes, which should make us better. No one
really stands out, so it has to be a combined effort."

and need help...

SCALL 372-2777
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238 JEWETT AVENUE
Free Pregnancy Test
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06606
1-800-848-LOVE

Giant Submarines
Jersey Mikes
Nothing else needs to be said!!!
10% off with student ID !
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Baseball returned to Fairfield last weekend as the Stags split two games with the Iona Gayles. It was
Fairfield's first games on the newly renamed Alumni Diamond.
photo: Gary Ramoso
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Baseball bounces back
from rough trip down south
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Dan Martin
Staff Writer
"We're off to a slow start
but we are working on our game
and improving," said head baseball
coach John Slosarof his team's 38 record. The Stags are loaded
with young, inexperienced players
who are getting their first taste of
play at the collegiate level.
This past Saturday,
Fairfield christened the newly
renamed Alumni Diamond,
hosting Iona College in a
doubleheader. The Stags won the
opener in dramatic fashion, as
senior shortstop Brian Franco raced
home with the winning run in the
bottom of the seventh inning on a
bases loaded passed ball. The win
snapped Fairfield's five game
losing streak. Number one pitcher
Lou Vigliotti pitched a very solid
game, coming off of two shaky
starts on the team's trip to North
Carolina, where they struggled to a
2-6 record. "Lou didn't pitch well
down South, but those games were
against very good teams," said
Slosar."He
made
some
adjustments, so hopefully now he'll
be more consistent." Vigliotti
evened his record at 1-1 and went
all seven innings.
The second game of the
doubleheader saw the Stags trail
Iona 3-0 after the first inning. They
were unable to mount a comeback,
losing 5-1. Freshman Rob Elinskas
provided a bright spot, pitching
very effectively after replacing
Garrett Petraia after four. "Rob

Fairfield 76, B.C. 72
April Fools!
Brian Keegan
Sports Editor

lunior hurler Lou Vigliotti notched his first win of the season last
Saturday in Fairfield's 2-1 win over Iona. photo: Susan Warner
also struggled down South, so it
was good to see him pitch well,"
said Slosar.
Fairfield lost its previous
game last Thursday to Long Island
University, 4-2. The runs for the
Stags came on solo home runs by
first baseman Todd Wise and
second basemen John Johnson.
After winning two of their
first four games, the Stags lost the

last four in North Carolina
and the game to LIU. "We
have been making too many
fundamental mistakes," said
Slosar. "Both physically
and mentally, the team is
not consistent, which is
something we have to work
on."
Fairfield
is

(Continued on Pg. 19)

Softball team confident
despite early problems
Robbie Meisch
Staff Writer
Despite struggling to a
2-10 record on their spring break
trip to Fort Meyers, Florida,
second-year head coach Andrea
Costa is confident that the Lady
Stags softball team will improve.
"I was disappointed at
the overall record but was pleased
at the individual play," said Costa.
"We are a young team (nine
freshmen and sophomores) and I
think we will mold together as we
play more games."
In the Lady Stags' two
wins, it was the pitching of April
Andruczyk and Sue Habinowski
that led the way to victory.
The Lady Stags first win
of the year came on March 16th
against Dartmouth, and it was also
the first collegiate victory for
Andruczyk as the freshmen tossed

a 6-0 shutout.
Senior Sue Habinowski
pitched a four-hitter three days
later to give Fairfield a 6-2 win
over Seton Hall. Rachel
McGrath's sole home run in the
second inning gave the Lady Stags
a 5-1 lead and that was more than
enough for Habinowski to work
with. Team batting leaderCarried
Ramuno (8-27, .296) added two
hits and a RBI. Jen O'Hare is
second on the team in hitting at
.289(11-38.)
Costa cited defense and
confidence as the team's
weaknesses on the southern trip.
"When the fifth inning
came around one error would be
made and then everyone started
making mistakes," said Costa.
"We have to start believing that
we are a good team and that we
are on the field to win, not just to
play."

Inside Sports...

Costa feels that
the error problem will
diminish and likes the
team's chances as they
begin the MAAC season.
"We have a good
chance of winning the
league and the MAAC
Championship," said
Costa.
Due to rainy
weather, the Lady Stags
have yet to play any games
since the Spring Break trip,
and the saturated field
conditions may wash out
today' s scheduled games at
Iona.
The Lady Stags
will
next
play
a
doubleheader at home
versus St. John's on
Wednesday, April 6th at
3:00 pm, before the annual
weekend trek to Buffalo.

Jimmy Smith is a high school All-American basketball star. He
averaged 38.5 ppg. in his senior year at Stimsboro High on Schooley's Mountain
New Jersey. Along with his basketball prowess, Smith also attained an astonishing
GPA of 3.9. Jimmy decided that he doesn' t want to go to a big college: He desires
a solid Jesuit education along with a career in Division One college basketball.
He was recruited heavily by Jim O'Brien at Boston College, and Paul Cormier
at Fairfield, and Smith has decided that one of those two schools is the place for
him. Question of the month: Where does Jimmy sign a letter of intent to?
Chances are, Cormier would be grabbing for the Kleenex box in this
hypothetical recruiting situation. If "Smith" had had any access to CBS sports
television over the last few weeks, his choice was basically made for him. There
is little doubt that B .C.' s victories over North Carolina and Indiana bolstered that
school's ability to recruit quality athletes. However, what is not so obvious is the
effect that B.C.'s athletic success has had on recruiting here at Fairfield, both
in the athletic and the general admission offices.
Applications for admission to Fairfield were down this year. B.C.'s
were up significantly. You can't tell me that people are choosing to go to
Screamin' Eagle country over Fairfield because they are a more academically
sound institution. No way. When David Gordon split the uprights against Notre
Dame last November, and when Billy Curley knocked down those big shots to
beat North Carolina last week, thousands of high school seniors across the
country said to themselves, "Gee. Wouldn't it be nice to go to a school with that
type of excitement. Does Fairfield have that type of athletic excitement? Well,
they do have a great dance squad. But I want to go where the real excitement
is...B.C!"
With the current craze of fitness and activity that is sweeping the
nation, it is obvious that athletic programs and facilities at colleges are a big
draw for potential students, as well as recruited athletes. Let's look at our
hypothetical Jimmy Smith for example. When he looks at Fairfield, he sees the
MAAC, a run-down Alumni Hall, an 8-19 basketball program, and great
academics. When he looks at B.C., he sees the Big East, a gorgeously modern
Conte Forum, a 23-11 basketball program, and great academics. I know that if
I am Jimmy, I go to B.C.
If I am a regular student, I look at our Rec Plex with its five rowing
machines and "supermarket" treadmill, and the Flynn Center at Boston College
with its expansive indoor track and modern Nautilus equipment. I look at our
cinder outdoor running track at Fairfield, and the 8-lane cork track at B.C. If
athletics and recreation are important to me, I go to Boston College in a
heartbeat.
This is not to say that the people in Athletics here at Fairfield aren't in
a 90's mind-set. In fact, the school is finally reacting to the drop in applications
and student impetus for change through its five-year plan, which calls for new
locker-room facilities, and perhaps a new multi-purpose recreation facility.
So where does the difference between Fairfield and B.C. really lie with
regards to athletics? Commitment. Boston College is committed to athletics,
Fairfield is not. B.C. realized years ago the importance of athletics to the culture
of the school as a whole, and decided to make it a top priority by doing such
things as building Conte Forum, and putting large amounts of money into its
varsity programs. Fairfield, on the other hand, has created a campus culture
around an academic environment, and not athletics. The bubble is starting to
burst. Loyola College in Maryland now receives more applications for admission
than Fairfield. It should be noted that the Greyhounds have a beautiful gymnasium,
and an all-season Astro-Turf field. Go figure.
It is time for a change here in Stag country. Enough with 8-19
basketball seasons. Enough with apathetic student support. Enough with it all.
There is no reason why Fairfield can't be on the same level as our Jesuit
counterparts from Boston. There has to be a commitment to improving athletics
here at Fairfield. Whether it means dropping down a Division, eliminating some
varsity teams, or starting fund-raising drives to improve facilities, I don't care.
I'm sick of people from B.C. calling me to tell me how good their teams are. The
bleeding must stop. The repairs must begin immediately, lest more players like
"Jimmy Smith" and potential top-notch students pass us by.

This Week:

Next Week:

Lacrosse team scores
first win; Women's
Tennis falters

Happy Easter!
The Mirror returns
on April 14th

